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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1966

'Bob' Mason Dies; Son Of Church Founder
Stroke Fatal To Son
Of Bishop C. H. Mason

Popular Disc Jockey
Gets 'Boot' At WLOK

ton, D.C., and three children,
After a radio career which spanned nearly a dozen years
Elder Charle a Harrison and two children by an earliee
as one of the Mid-South's best known disc jockeys, first wi
"Bob" Mason, Jr., son of the marriage.
WCBR, and later on with its successor, WLOK, the voice of
founder of the Church of God
Other survivors include five
Dick "Cane" Cole has been erased from the airways.
in Christ, died early Monday sisters, Mrs. J. 0. Patterson,
"Cane" Cole, who was broadcasting on an average of
morning at John Gaston Hospi- Sr., Mrs. Robert S. Lewis, Jr.,
about six hours a day and who spent other hours promoting
tal after a brief illness.
and Mrs. Leland Atkins, of
the station during teenage ''sock hops,- is now the proprietor
Elder Mason, who was 53, Memphis, Mrs. Lealar Byas and
of Cane's Billiard parlor at 867 Kerr.
entered the hospital on Sunday Mrs. Alice Amos, of Detroit,
"It's not the most lucrative job I've had," he said last
afternoon in a weakened con- and one brother, Arthur Mason
week during an interview.
dition, according to a member of Memphis.
Time of death was given as
of the family„ and was unable
But Cole is still bitter about
to give anyone information at 2:45 A.M. on Monday.
the treatment he received from
the time. Cause of death was
the white-owned and managed,
reported
to have been a stroke.
Negro oriented WLOK.
For the past several years,
"I got a raw deal," he told
Elder Mason had been serving
the Tri-State Defender, as he
as pastor of the Home Church
went about collecting his small
of God m Christ ai the corner
fees and racking balls on the
of Georgia and S. Lauderdale
four pool tables in his establishStreets.
ment.
The son of the founder of the
'COLE ON LEAVE'
international Church of God in
When a call was made to the
Christ, Elder Mason was a
station about two months ago
pioneer in the integration of
of
become
had
what
asked
and
Glenview Ave., and was in the
the station's popular announcnews when repeated attacks
er, it was reported that "Dick
were made upon his home.
is only on leave, and will be
Rocks and bullets were
CANS COLE
back in a few days."
thrown and fired through the
BAPTIST ASIQUET GUESTS — Atty. A. W. Willis, left,
smiling their approval are Rev. C. J. Gaston, standing at
windows of his home, and
The "leave" has been extended, and Mr. Cole gave this
and Mayor itilliam B. Ingram, Jr., who have been on opleft; Governor Frank G. Clement, who was guest speaker
crosses burned on his lawn, but
account of his final hours at WLOK:
posite sides in methods of establishing an Anti-Poverty
at the dinner sponsored by the Tennessee Regular BM & E
he refused to give up to de"During the last week in September, Stanley Ray, one of
Prooram for Memphis, are seen shaking h 's during a
Convention, seated, and Dr. W. Herbert Brewster, right,
Ormands that he move, and conNew
from
Memphis
to
came
chain,
OK
the
the owners of
Stiff Banquet and annual Commuiq Service necognition
who was the master of ceremonies. Rev. Gaston was chairtinued to live there.
leans, and called me into a meeting with his manager, Jack
Night presented last Friday night at the Hotel Claridge.
man of the Promotional Committee.
CHURCH BURNS
Maurer, and the program director, Skip Wilkerson.
At the height of the intimida"I was told that Mr. Maurer and Mr. Wilkerson did not
C. H. MASON JR.
tion, the church which he was
like my attitude. I asked them what was my attitude, but
pastoring
caught fire mysterino one could give me an answer.
outly, and was completely de"I reminded Mr. Ray that I came to work at 4:45 p.m.,
stroyed. It has since been rethe time I was supposed to get there, went on the air 15
.11.
tints
1
"
1 11~
Tritfttrte-liter-otit -stared -on" until, arid that the telly
Elder Mason was living at WILLIAMSPORT — The Tea.
would see Mr. Maurer or Mr. Wilkerson would be when and
salesman.
Then
he
JONES
By
FRANCES
the
ma
in
ta
rian,
family home, loeated at
anti-Christ
nature
A
talented
schoolteacher,
who
the
nessee Polled Hereford associaif they came into the control room. They generally left
served in three different stores One ef the most impressive that is shaking the very tenet 1121 Mississippi Blvd., at the
ad
his
first
contact
with
diet.
'
station at 5:30.
tion,
in cooperation with the
of
the
faith
to
the
time
of
extent
that
his
death, and which
A & P Food Stores as a produce in several capacities. Experien- aggregations assembled in reunless
there
is
a
strong
bulwark
was
damaged
Tennessee
GET HUMBLE!
by
fire
on
Department of Agrilast
cing special training with the in- cent years was represented at of spirival defense raised it will Sunday. He
was not in the build- culture, is sponsoring the ninth
"Then Mr. Ray said, 'I am not going to fire you, Dick,
Hotel
Balinese
the
Claridge
tensified management developall become a myth.
ing at the time of the fire, ac- annual Polled Hereford Show
but I am going to lay you off for three weeks, and if _you
ment program with the firm, Room on Friday night, Feb. 4, The banquet program so were cording to
work.
to
a member of the on Feb. 16 at the Ellington
back
come
can
you
then,
by
are humble
1966. when the Tennessee (reg).
shortly
will
assume
and
the
rendered with Dr. W. Herbert family.
Agricultural Center in Nash
sponsored
a
Baptist
Convention
"I asked him what my family was supposed to do while
responsibilities of assistant manBrewster, nationally known song
Reared in Memphis, Elder ville.
was off for three weeks without pay, and he replied, 'That's
ager in an A & P Supermarket benefit banquet.
writer, Poet, orator and execu- Mason attended LeMoyne Col- The show is to be the
largest
your problem,' and repeated, 'I am not going to fire you;
This banquet was a benefit tive secretary and director of lege,
here.
where he played besket- ever staged by TPHA with 185
three
After
weeks.
three
for
feature
to
raise
funds
for
a
I am just going to lay you off
the
education
board
He is William Benjamin Kelof the Na- ball and football, and was later heads
from across the state, as
weeks and missing six bills ($600), you ought to be humble
ley, who proved that he could Ministers Training School on So. tional Baptist Convention, U.S.A. a ,student at Tuskegee Institute. well as Kentucky
competing for
St,
Parkway
near
Florida
here
Inc., as master of ceremonies
by then, or you are crazy.'
get along with people as a
FUNERAL INCOMPLETE
$2,000 pfemium money.
in
Memphis.
me
told
Ray
Mr.
ears,
my
in
ringing
words
'Was
a
those
tremendous
"With
success. The Funeral arrangements
teacher, and who may become
were Judging the show will be Joe
the first Negro to manage a Guest speaker was Governor MC was presented by Dr. A.E. Incomplete on Monday, but
to go back in there and work until Randy Warren came off
the W. Lewis of the Alfalfa Lawn
Clement.
He
was
introFrank
Campbell
pastor
2.
of
Oct.
aoout
Columbus
large merchandising establishvacation, which would be
body was carried to the J. 0. Farms, Lamed, Kans. There is
duced
by
Bert
Bates.
Baptist
church
and
president of Patterson
ment in the Memphis area.
"After Randy came back, I was to leave without saying
Funeral Home. Thl no admittance charge, and the
The school has previously been
A native of Clinton, Ky., Mr. operated as an extension of the the Tenn.(REG) B.M. & E con- Bluff City Funeral Directors public is invited.
anything. 'Dick Cole was on vacation,' he said everyone was
vention.
Dr.
Brewster
conducted
Kelley later moved to Parkin, American Baptist Theological
Association was to have charge The annual sale of the assoto be told."
the program.
Ark.,
and
then
was
of
brought
to
the funeral.
2,
and
was
Nov.
on
WLOK
Seminary
at
Nashville,
to
Tennesreturned
said
he
Cole
ciation will be the following
Mr.
Memphis in 1939 to help take see. The convention recently deSurvivors include his wife, day, offering
met by Mr. Wilkerson, who informed him that Mr. Maurer
some 55 heads of
care of a sick grandfather.
Mrs. Bennie Mason, of Washing- polled Hereforas at auction.
cided to sponsor the school inwas not in.
He went to work as produce dependently of the Seminary
The following day he said a 1á from WLOK came to
helper
three years later, a job and to expand it to meet the
accepted,
been
had
resignation
his home telling him that his
he
continued
through high great and growing need tor such
although he had not submitted a resignation.
Medicare and the Federal
school and during his first year an institution in the Tri-State
TERMINATION CHECK
Food Stamp Program will be
area.
WILLIAM B. KELLEY
See Page 2
"When I got to see Mr. Maurer on Nov. 4," Mr. Cole said,
Another purpose of this ban- the topics discussed when the
"he handed me a check dated Oct. 28, which was marked
quet was to promote inter-faith Bluff City Council of Civic Clubs
fellowship and to advocate Uni- holds its meeting next Sunday
`Termination Check for Dick Cole'."
Six students in Memphis High prepare for a career
in sec.
ted community activities that afternoon at the Sarah Brown
"That was the last sight of WLOK for me," Mr. Cole
Schools are among the 250 Ne- ondary teaching and mathewill
prove
Branch
conducive
to
of
underthe
YWCA
at
1044
stated.
gro students across the country matics.
standing and goodwill among all Mississippi Blvd.
As a former WLOK disc jockey. Mr. Cole joins a long
people
who have been awarded fourregardless
of
SOUTHWESTERN
race
or
reFrank
Kilpatrick,
durstation
president
the
from
departed
line of announcers who have
ligion.
Two of this year's winners
of the Council, said the public year-scholarships in the second
years.
few
past
the
ing
HUMI3OLDI — Rev. John
Following his discharge, he Christianity today is being is invited to hear two speakers
plan to attend Southwestern at
National Achievement ScholarThe list includes such well-known names as Ray Meadows,
Memphis. They are Miss SimpH. Mathis, pastor of Morning returned to Lane to complete challenged by forces of an at the meetng, which will beSawyerl
Jolene
Washington,
Reuben
Atkins,
Harold
Al Bell,
ship Program and the 50 son, a Hamilton High School
his undergraduate work, and atheistic, anti judaistic, anti hu- gin at 4.
Star
liapis
Church
and
prinand Bill Terrell.
after doing some seminary
Mrs. Margaret Wilkerson, an Achievement Scholarships spon- senior, who intends to major in
Mr. Terrell returned to WDIA where he had gained experi- cipal of Graham Elementary work, he was employed as a
attorney, will give information sored by corporations and English, and Mr. Whitney, who
ence in radio while he was still a student at Hamilton High School. was appointed to the teacher at Douglas Junior High
will major in psychology. He is
concerning Medicare for the foundations.
school.
City Board of Education at School in Haywood
a student at Melrose High
aged, and Mrs. Elizabeth Jones,
The announcement was made School.
According to Mr. Cole, Mr. Terrell was the leader behind Humboldt last week after the Later, he was appointed
a social worker, will talk on
County.
prirronly last week by John M. Stalthe Food Stamp Program,
a letter signed by a number of OK workers requesting a meet- mayor and the board of alder- cipal of the Antioch School,
Mr. Northcross and Miss
naker, president of the National
ing with the Mr. Ray, a part owner, which would not have men voted to expand the mem- which had one other teacher,
Robinson,
both
Manassas
Merit
Scholarship
Corporation.
bership to six, from a previous and after the smaller schools
been attended by the manager, Mr. Maurer.
seniors, plan to major in mathMemphis
winners
are
Thurmembers
meet
the
staff
number
five,
of
were
consolidated
and
tire
refuse
to
Ray
"Not only did Mr.
man Northcross, Jr., 1801 ematics; Mr. Northcross at Wee
Elementary School
Rev. Mathis is the first Ne. Graham
without Mr. Maurer," Mr. Cole said, "but he also stated that
Greenview
Cl.; Mary E. Rob- leyan University and Miss
The trial of 11 Negro youths
If he were Mr. Maurer, he would fire Terrell at once. Terrell gro to serve on the Humboldt built, he was appointed its prininson,
1111
Bammel Ave.; Robinson at Earlham in Illinois.
cipal.
accused of raping two white
said that would not be necessary, and that he was going to Board of Education. He teaches
Patricia
A.
Simpson,
4 920 KenMiss Jackson, a student at
Rev. Mathis was serving as girls in November, 1964, enleave. WLOK listernership dropped off considerably with his in Crockett County, but he redale;
George
L.
Whitney,
681 Father Bertrand High School,
'Duestered
its
fourth
week
on
sides
in
Gibson
County,
pastor
of
the
First
Baptist
which
departure."
Gborgia Ave.; and Emily A. will concentrate on the field of
embraces the city of Humboldt. Church in Alamo until he re- day, and members of the jury
COMPLAINT NEEDED
Jackson, 400 S. Tenth Ave., mathematics at Rosary College
their
who
from
have
been
away
of
He was graduated from Ala- signed to become pastor
West Memphis.
Among other complaints that Mr. Cole had about WLOK
at River Forest, Ill.
High School and had just Morning Star Baptist Church in families during that time are
mo
emupgrade
its
Negro
to
refusal
consistent
Named a Shell Achievement
its
was
policy
a
shaggy
to
take
on
beginning
recently
Humboldt.
only
He was
The six local students were
entered Lane College when he
Scholar was Paula R. Woolployers, a condition that Mr. Cole said he found so intolerable
among winners from 34 states
was called into the U.S. Army named to the faculty of the Na- look.
dridge
local
branch
the
of
of
491
S.
the
asking
Parkway
East,
considered
oftimes
that he
during World War H, and re- tional Baptist Sunday School The. rape victims have Alwho plans to attend Earlham and the District of Columbia,
NAACP to check into the matter.
and Training Union Congress. ready taken the stand and idenceived
a
bronze
battle
star
for
College at Richmond, Ind., to and they will receive scholar"All of the higher paying jobs, such as program director, service on Okinawa. Later, He is a member of the Inter- tified seven, of the defendants;
ships ranging from $250 to
were given to whites," he said, "who knew little or nothing while on duty in Hawaii, he took denominational Ministers' Al- and the state is asking that the
$1,500 per year, depending on
about radio, and would have to be trained after they were some courses at the University hence of Gibson County and jury set punishment at death
individual need, and can be
serves on the board of direc- In the electric chair for those
employed by the Negro announcers."
used at the accredited colleges
of Hawaii.
tors of the Gillespie Kinder- found guilty.
of their choice.
Mr. Cole said that Negroes at the competitive local station
During most of the trial, the
garten.
have been promoted to higher responsibilities and morale has
Among 5.600 candidates nomiMrs. Mathis is the former court has been filled with specimproved, while at his former station Negroes have bean
nated
at some 1,550 public and
Miss Ola Mae Lanier of Jack- tators, and each day, the
kept down, with no chance at all to climb into executive posiprivate high schools, the stumother of one of the victims
nsetnber
of
Tenn.,
and
a
son,
tions.
dents were picked from a group
the faculty of Graham Ele- comes to observe the proceedMr. Cole said that after he was fired at WLOK, he reot 1,029 finalists announced in
ings.
as
ol,
and
seves
FIRST
mentary
Sch
CONTRIBUTOR
T
0
ceived offers from radio stations in other city, but he has,
October.
Judge Preston Battle is pre- BOY' SCOUTS . .
president of the Young People's
Ernest
declined work elsewhere because his wife, who is a senior
Department of the Tennessee siding over the trial, and for Withers, well known local phoFinancial need is not conat Rust college in Holly Springs, Miss., is liven in her deciand Educa- the first time in the history of togssnber made the first considered in the selection of
Missionary
Baptist
sion not to move away from Memphis.
the county, members of the jury tribution to the Chickasaw
tional Convention
Achievement Scholars, but does
BEST AD IAB
determine how much a winnner
Rev. and Mrs. Mathis are the are permitted to take notes dur- Council Boys Scouts of Ameri"It could not have been any question of my ability," Mr.
will receive.
parents of two children, a ing the lengthy trial; a pro- ca at the South District SusCole said, "because in that final meeting with Mr. Ray, he
daughter, Miss Giovania Olivia cedure that has heretofore been taining Membership Enrollment
The stipend can be adjusted
said that I was the best ad lib jockey in the OK chain.
Mathis, a senior at Stigall High forbidden in courts where the meeting last Thursday night
according to the student's famimy
not
liking
about
meant
"I still don't know what they
School, and a son, John Harris jurors have attempted to take Whittier A. Sengstacke, Genely's finances during the four
Mathis, Jr., who is a student notes to refresh their memories ral Manager of the Tri-State
attitude." he pondered, "because I did my work. But if it
years, and will continue if the
at Humboldt Elementary when the time for a decision Defender is chairman of the
meant being an Uncle Tom, that was out. I am not going to
student makes normal pro
drive,
I arrived,
REV. 5. MATTO/
School.
PATRICIA SIMPSON
s.
kow-tow to anyone."
toward a bachelor's

Teacher Ente!s, A&P Hundreds At Claridge
ManagpmerIt'. Tr4iiipg Far .Benefit Banqyet

Medicare, Food
Stamps Topics

Hereford Show In
„Nashville Feb. 16

Six Area Students Win
Four-Year Scholarships

Minister Appointed To
Humboldt School Board

jurors Keep
Notes In Trial
Of 11 For Rape
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TESTIMONY BEFORE HUAC

Labor Violence Of Klan Exposed
By DANIEL RAPOPORT

killers of Mrs. Viola Liueze
ness of having ordered Klans- nation.
with vid.ence that marked a men into the dispute in his role Committee investigator
Donald
WASHINGTON — (UPI) --Iyear-long
strike a—MO an Ala! as leader of a local Klan unit. Appell Sdentifield Whitefield
as
A Congressional investigationbama firm.
h0 wi -s. James R White- the exalted Cyclops of Klavern
of the Ku Klux Klan turned up' A member of the House rnyn-I 'l, invoked the 5th
amend- No. 20, known by the cover name
evidence Monday linking Klans-Inittee of Un-American Activi-! ment to the Constitutio
n and Its of the Young Men's Social Club
men — including three accused des specifically accused a wit- nrnt rt inn against self-incrimi of
Bessemer.
The strike was against the
W. S. Dickey Clay Manufacturing Co. of Hopewell, a producer
of piping Both Bessemer and
Hopewell are in the Birmingham
area
The walkout began in early
1965 after the company and a
newly formed inspectors' local
of the United Brick and Clay
Workers Union failed to agree
on a contract. A total of 16 men
left their jobs. Remaining at
INEZ KAISER
work were 150 Members of a
Resolve this year that your skin will be more
Well, now it is all over. The holiday rush is largely Negro local of the
United
attractive than ever. May I assure you that
gone, and everything has settled down to Steel Workers
(USW) and about
this is one resolution
normal. And we housewives are again faced
that you can really
with the steady routine of cooking, cleaning 25 employes who did not belong
to either union.
keep without a great
the house and doing the laundry.
More than 25 acts of violence
deal of trouble, simply
Speaking of laundry, this is one task that
by using LUX BEAUyou might make easier. Just get some "all"— were committed between FebruTY SOAP every day.
the leading "controlled suds" detergent You ary and August, 1965. They conLike all busy housewill find that this product outcleans all others, sisted of bombings, shotgun
wives and career wombecause it contains more active cleaning power, blasts, rock
throwing
and
en, you probably would love to go to the beauty
cup for cup, than any other detergent; and
threatening phone calls. They
salon to get all those facials and beauty treatyou don't have to use as much!
ments. But here is a product you can apply
Lever has made certain that "all" will do were directed both alethe comyourself, one that has all the things that make
an amazing job of cleaning your soiled clothes. pany and the non • striking
a woman's skin soft and smooth.
Everything, even your blankets and linen, will workers.
That is why LUX BEAUTY SOAP is so
be just as sparkling clean as you want them.
James W. al cCroskey, 56,
handy. It saves you time, because all you have
It is also good for removing stains such as plant manager, told the comto do is wash yoar face daily with this beauty
coffee, cosmetics, chocolate and mustard.
mittee the violence stopped after
soap. And for gentle treatment, you could not
And there is no need to worry about clogged
BASS MAKES POINT—Senator Ross Bass made an amusthe Claridge. Also enjoying comment are Mrs. Lawrence
get a better facial.
drains, overflow or damage to your machine. the firm hired special off-duty ing observation when chatting
with Atty. Russell B. SugarCoe. a member of the Memphis Board of Education, and
deputies
to patrol the property
This mild soap lathers into a silky lotion
"all" is made for your washer,
that softens as it cleanses. You do not have to
and ,erected a $10,000 fence. The man, Jr., a member of the executive committee of the DemMiss Erma Lee Laws, ride, society editor of the Tri-State
whether it be the top-loading.
worry about that dry, tight feeling that you
ocratic Committee daring an affair held here last week at
stike was settled last week.
automatic or wringer type.
Defender.
usually get when you wash your face. LUX •
With all these advantages, if
BEAUTY SOAP eliminates worry because it
you are like me, you will not
moisturizes your skin as you wash.
waste any time in putting "all"
So how about making and keeping that
on your shopping list. There is
resolution today. Get LUX BEAUTY SOAP
no doubt about IL—you will be
Continued From Page 1
in the white, pink, green, yellow or light-blue
glad you did!
fluted-shape bars today and have a lovelier
at college, before be was called l
complexion for the year ahead—and,for once,
do what you resolved to do.
serve in the U.S. Marine
to
There is nothing like starting the day off
Corps durieg World War II.
right, and the only sure way you can do it is
by having a well-rounded breakfast.
Mr. Kelley w a s graduatedl
Start the New Year off right!
If you are the typical housewife, Santa
Keep all the new clothes you refrom LeMoyne College in 1 949,1
might have left a waffle iron, grill or toaster;
ceived for Christmas white
so why not put it to good use? And I am sure
and returned to Parkin, where
and bright by adding FINAL
it goes without saying that no one would even
he remained for two years beTOUCH fabric softener to your
think of serving this type of breakfast without
By RAY ROGERS
Most of the Negroes, who
rinse water. Not only will your
serving MRS. BUTTERWORTH'S — "The
fore coming back to Memphis.
make
up more than one half
Christmas washables maintain
VICTORIA. Va. (UPI) — The
Original Buttered Syrup."
He took courses which would
that bright, new look, but they
the population, live literally
Believe me, it really adds that special somelittle
town
of
Victoria
(Pop.
3000
will also stay fluffy, soft, fresh
qualify him to teach in the
thing. When you think about what goes into
friendly people according to a "across the tracks". You know
and easy to iron.
the making of MRS. BUTTERWORTH'S
Memphis schools, and then
You are probably worried if'
syrup, it is really very easy to see why it
highway sign) .has moved into when you reach their section
worked for A es P until he was
most of your gifts were of those
tastes so, good_ Real butter and maple syrup
the spotlight of the civil rights because the smooth pavement
difficult-to-whiten fabrics—nyaccount for the creamy flavor and rich mapley
hired in 1952.
controversy in Virginia.
turns to rough curbless asphalt.
lon, "Dacron," "Orlon" or silk.
taste. What is also important is
,But with FINAL TOUCH,
Through his alertness and de- Victorians, who call their Their shacks are heated by wood
that MRS.BUTTERWORTH'S
Lever has solved that problem
never separates and needs no
sire to learn, A & P officials town "a good place to live," burners or pot-bellied coal
for you, too. The new formula works wonrefrigeration. Those Lever
ders on these delicate fabrics. It contains
said,
Mr. Kelley qualified to find they are no longer in the. stoves.
Brothers people really thought
backwash of the racial struggle
Lumo-White, an exclusive all-fabric whitener
of everything to please us.
of town,Ouside
move forward under the food
tobacco
that
has swirled through the
that keeps your clothes white. You can elimiIf you are not going to have
fields are everywhere.
store's management develop- rest of the south for years.
nate that dull, drab look that fabrics get from
waffles or hot cakes every mornrepeated washing. Another thing you will
No one paid much attention
ment program.
ing, change the menu! You will
Why should it happen here?
thank Lever for is that FINAL TOUCH is so
to Victoria — until the ciasil
still be able to serve MRS. BUTeasy to use. You simply read the easy-to-follow
Mr. Kelley's other interests A shooting incident at a "free- rights people
TERWORTH'S, because it is
moved in, followdirections which tell you to pour it in your final
also just as depcious on French
through the years have been dom house'' center of civil rights ed by the Ku Klux Klan. Now,
rinse water. It can be used in either an autotoast and hot cereals.
drama, modern dance and phy- activity? General conditions in it's anyone's guess what will
matic- or wringer-type washer.
So,for that wholesome breakPut the regular, giant or king-size blue
sical education. He attended the Negro community? An eco- happen next.
fast tomorrow, be sure to pick
nomic boycott of the few white
container in your grocery basket today. Like
up a 12- or 24-ounce size of
Columbia University and re- merchants
There is Richmond clergyall Lever products, FINAL TOUCH fabric
in town? All have
MRS. BUTTERWORTH'S
man Robert Lee Combs, on
cevied
master's
his
degree
in
softener was made with you in mind.
been
cited
as reasons for the'
syrup today!
leave from the pulpit while he
1962.
mounting trouble.
Complete with
is chairman of the Virginia
Never one to stop, he has "Outsiders, that's the trou- Council on Human Relations. Ile
been attending classes in busi- ble." says Town Manager Rob- says ''The situation in and
ert A. Williams.
around Victoria is steadily beness administration, speed
coming
See These
more tense and exploreading, accounting and uther Victoria lies 78 miles south- sive".
west of Richmond. a peaceful
subjects, and will attend 3 place
and, to many, too quiet There is Marshall Kornegay,
course in marketing at the. since a railroad merger almost Grand
Dragon of the Virginia
Extra wide! 108" overall width.
University of Tennessee as soonl stopped local traffic. But tobac- Ku Klux Klan although he lives
Choose from lovely lace look,
co became king after the merg- in Raleigh, N. C. He says Vicas his schedule will permit.
floral, novelty modern or scenic
er and tobacco has held up the toria needs the "help" of the
Ray Wilder, A & P's area economy.
patterns. Top quality • plastic
Klan.
supervisor
for Memphis, says The main street
wipes clean with a damp cloth.
of town is Then there is Alfonzo Stokes,
he has watched Mr. Kelley's two blocks long, distinguished 18, a
Popular decorator colors. 84"
Negro. He lives near the
progress through the years, from the rest of highway 40 by "Freedom House" operated by
long. At our amazing low pricy
and is certain he will make a curbing and a strim,
, or small Miss Grogan on the Negro side
you can buy several pairs!
success of his present venture. businesses.
of the Vice)ria tracks.

Hints for
Homemakers

Facto,

aft

VICTORIA, VA.

A&P

Little Dixie Town
Asks: Why Here?

matching valance

PLASTIC DRAPES

RCAVICTORVAIWES

otue
compare

•No

••

•

YOUR MONEY'S WORTH MORE AT

WOOLWORTH'S
PIONEERS AND LEADERS IN TELEVISION"

PARK AVE. FURNITURE

Find Stolen Car
PUEBLO, Colo. — (UPI) —
Police found James A. Smith's
stolen car. It was in good shape,
but its motor, air conditioner
transmission and drive shaft
were missing.

12-IN. PORTABLE TV

2506 PARK AVE.

Clearance Cash & Carry Sale
NEW
2 Step End Tables; Coffee

downtown and union

RCA
THE
GREATEST
NAME
IN
TELVIISION

a% P.

CSS
fashion specialists in sizes 18 to 60 and 161/2 to 32f/2

WAS

NOW

$22.95 —

5 Pc.

S.
4•63
St mi.. iv...

Formica Teak Wat. Rd. Table $19.95
—
9x12 Lin. Reinforce Base
$12.95

snappy

229"

Both
Stores
Open
8A
to
9 P.M.
Daily
Free
Parking

—

denim shift
9.00

$199,5

Used Refrigerator, 30 Day Guar.....
$5500
S79.95—
2 Pc. Rose Beige, Liv, Rm.
Suite..$139.95 — S 10000
3 Pc. Teak laI. Bd. Rm.
Suite....S149.95 —
7 Pc. Turquoise With Leaf
$89.95 —

Turquoise -Nilon Frize Recliner

$49.95 —

Beautiful Mellon Color
Living Room Chair

S39.95 —

s100"
$65oo
$5500
s6"
$350

Plenty Used Items To Go Cheap

alzes 38 tn.16

gay young shift in pure cotton denim

59

ICA VICTOR TOTAL SIM
SOUR STATE HMI sii

•., . .

•Said fle,
•Sim.*Mai*
•4 ••••••••• %Pe

W

269"

raa
dassisaaa is

1•14 C.••••Cbtsa•

•
fs...

.
StAiimas Sepos1 cams.,

NO
MONEY
DOWN

A

NO PAYMENT
'TN May

1.4.••• 110.6.1 prl So.•••

Pb... 1E444E6

MAIL ORDERS': add 5er postage phis
4"a for Tennessee delivery.

APPLIANCE Co.
F2

sede_ss...

3431 SUMMIR

that washes with ease ... gripper
closing down the stitched front
mOces the step-in styling most attractive .. self belt and nautical
trim on the roomy pocket add zest
to this comfortable casual ... in
denim blue only.

0.•.•••

•

Lfl

IC A T 1074;1

L. E. Gael,'
R. G. Maki'
PLUM 00 PM

Phew* 394-05
OSS

V 1.

WHVISMAYSW

y P11010111
ININtery

b...•44%

J

STOUT SHOPPE
DOWNTOWN
UNION AVE.

•
•

44 S. MAIN •
1991 UNION •

S24
"

5274434
274.2053

HOEHN HAS GOT IT!

Trucks: We sell, lease &
service what you need!
SET
SOIN'TO

387 Union
527-4471
2989 Summer
323-5594
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DEFENDER

Universal Stockholders
Hear Progress Report

Pats 3

Found Guilty In 'Session On
/Social Security Case Guidance To Be

!Woman

At the company's annual structure.
stockholders' meeting held on Organized in 1923. Universal 1
Feb. 4, the president, A. M. Life now operates in 10 states. A jury in Federal Court in Even
attorneys must obtain
Walker revealed that Universal A Memphis-based firm, it has
iChattanooga on January 13, prior approval for fees exceedLife Insurance company's as-'more than $176 million of in- 1966,
took only 10 minutes to ing certain amounts prescribNASHVILLE - Tennessee
sets reached the sum of $29,- surance in force. Significant reach a
State University will conduct
verdict of guilty of all ed by Federal regulations.
431,073, representing an in- among the company's opera- five counts
against a 59 year In his address to the jury 1 a short-term National Defense
crease of $3.587,682 over 1964. tions are its sound investment old woman
charged with col- assistant U. S. Atty, Charles 1Education Act Counseling and
About $2,700,000 of this in- ,policies and its interest in bet- lecting unlawful fees
from so- Gearhiser pointed out the pur- Guidance Institute, June 20crease came from the 1965 pur- ter living. The mortgage loan cial security
claimants it was pose of the social security law July 29, 1966. Dr. F. J. D. Mcchase of the Richmond Bene- !portfolio, second only to its announced by
Warren Maddox. was to protect the aged, the Kinney, director, has announcficial Insurance company of bond holdings, total more than District Manager in
Memphis. disabled, and dependents of de- ed.
$11 million, the majority of
Sponsored by the U. S. GovMrs.
Rosa
Nell
Roberson
was ceased persons and to give
The company collected more which is on Memphis property.
these
persons
a
ernment
under the NDEA of
measure
of
inconvicted
of
five
counts of
than $8,755,000 in 1965, a sub- Two new directors were adddependence thereby preventing 1958 in the Psychology Departcharging
fees
not
authorized
by
stantial increase over 1964. Its ed by the stockholders. They
their becoming a burden on so- ment headed by Dr. M. I. Claicapital structure now totals were Dr. W. S. Davis, president the Social Security Adminis- ciety.
borne, the institute is planned
tration. The five count indict$3.816,269.
;of Tennessee State university, ment for which she was con- He emphasized the regula- for secondary school personnel
Universal Life's statistical and J .B. Williams, the comtions on charging of fees are to up-date and increase the proreport shoed profit from op- pany's assistant agency direc- victed showed an intent to de- for a high purpose - to protect ficiency of guidance workers.
sefraud
by
deceiving
social
erations, in addition to the in- tor in charge of the Virginia
curity Claimants and unlawful. claimants who are often inca- The program offered is focused
crease in assets and capital area.
ly collecting fees ranging from pable of protecting themselves. on preparing guidance counsel$10.00 to $500.00. The violations Gearhiser stressed that for a ors for grades 7-12 to cope with
occurred during the period be- violation of this nature to go the problems of culturally distween September 1960 and No- unprosecuted would undermine advantaged youth.
To be eligible to attend, an
the Social Security System.
vember 1964.
U. S. District Judge Frank The conviction of Mrs. Ro- applicant must be eligible for
W. Wilson deferred sentence for berson should serve as a warn- admission to graduate study at
60 days pending presentence in- ing to all persons. Any irregu- t h e University. Applications
vestigation. Mrs. Roberson fa- larity of this nature is fully in- may be secured from the Unices
a possible fine of $500 or vestigated by the Social Securi- versity. Deadline for returning
The annual Jubilect, featur- ; represented.
imprisonment for one year or ty Administration and violators' completed applications, including teenage talent from Negro
Schools and principals are both for each count of unautho- of the fee provisions of the So- ing all transcripts, is March
high schools in „XeLn.phis and
21. Applicants will be notified
Shelby county will be present- Washington, J. D. Springer; rized fee charging Islasisiox cial Security Act will be vigorof their status during the latter
Memphis
prosecuted
the
ously
say
that
went
on
to
said.
He
Carver,
R.
B.
Thompson;
ed on Friday night, Feb. 25, in
part of April.
the music hall of the audito- Douglass, Melvin Conley; Gee- any fee for services in a so- district manager warned.
out that correct The government allows a
He
pointed
must
be,
security
matter
cial
ter,
T.
J.
Toney;
Hamilton,
rium.
approved by the Social Securi- information concerning the reg- stipend of $75 per week plus
The Jubilect is sponsored by Harry Cash; Lester, Robert
Administration, regardless ulations governing fees is avail- $15 per week for each dependty
the Memphis Cotton Makers' Morris; Manassas. Louis B.
amount, if the person able from the nearest social se- ent for those accepted and enthe
Jubilee founded in the 1930's Hobson: Melrose, Floyd Camp- of
rolled in the institute.
charging
it is not an attorney. curity district office.
by Dr. R. Q. Venson, Beale bell; Mitchell, Alonzo Weaver;
For further information write
street dentist and civic leader. Mt. Pisgah, Searcy C. Harris,
Dr. F. J. D. McKinney, DirecThis year's theme will be and the Shelby County Training
tor, NDEA Counseling a n d
"King Cotton in Orbit," with ,School at Woodstock, R. J.
Guidance Institute, Tennessee
some 13 schools expected to be Roddy.
State University.

Held At TSU

Jubilect To Be Held
In Music Hall Feb. 25

Bontemps Gives

fair in the mayor's office. From left are
Mr. Ellington, Mayor Ingram, Rev. S. L.
Higgins, Methodist clergyman-politico; and
Mrs. Teeiy McLendon, businesswoman and
Methodist youth worker. (Withers Photo)

$24 MILLION PLAN

Mississippi
Free Phone Calls
Moves To
For Constituents
Poor
Its
Feed

Lecture On The
We can wrap it up
in seven words,
"Seagram's7Crown
is The Sure One".

ATTENDING MAYOR'S RECEPTION Mayor William B. Ingram, second from
left, is seen here with the honored guest,
former Governor Buford Ellington, and
Memphians who were on hand for the al

Negro At UCLA

Arna Bontemps, director of
WASHINGTON - (UPI) university relations at Fisk uni- JACKSON, Miss. - (UPI) - Rep. George Grider is opening
versity in Nashville, and its !The Missksippi Public Welfare up a new line of communication
announced plans for with the folks back home.
CHATTING WITH GOVERNOR - Seen
nor Buford Ellington was the speaker.
former head librarian, present- Department
Implementing a new $24 million The Tennessee Democrat has
here chatting with Governor Frank CleFrom left are J. T. Bellantfort, Columbia,
ed the opening lecture at this surplus food program - first Invited his constituents to
drop
ment are two political leaders from ColumGovernor Clement, unidentified citizen from
year's observance of Negro His- of its kind in the nation - to by his Memphis office and
telebia,
Tenn.,
and
an
unidentified
admirer
Jackson,
Tenn., and Johnny Murray of Cotory Week at the University of poverty-stricken families of 'both phone him in Washington from Jackson, Tenn., during the affair prelumbia. (Withers Photo)
California at Los Angeles.
races.
free - if they want to discuss
ceding the banquet at which former goverA nationally known author Miss Evelyn Gandy, commis- anything with him personally.
and literary critic, Mr. Bon- sioner of public welfare, esti- Grider said he would be
temps spoke on the subject of mated the joint federal-state available in Washington from
"Old Myths - New Negroes." project welfare would help as 3 to -5 PM. each Monday af,rsons from ternoon to receive the calls.
He also read from his poetry ,many as 500,000 pr.
across the
families
income
low
and recalled experiences of his
boyhood as a resident of Los!state.
Miss Gandy said the state
Angeles' Watts area.
Try Looking At Kisber
would receive a $1.6 milion grant
Mr. Bontemps, a member of from the Office of Economic
Model Car Raceway
the
Metropolitan Nashville Opportunity (0E0) next week
WASHINGTON - (NP!) - Miss Holden, white CORE of1287 THOMAS ST.
Board of Education, has writ- for putting the six-month trial
Miss Anna Holden, ousted re- ficial, claimed the reason -beten many novels, poems and program test° effect. She said Thr TetwAge Co-Ed Council searcher from
the Department hind her ouster was her criti- And Say- Why Not join
plays, a number of which were the state would move "as rapidly of the With Brown branch of
The Fun
of
Health,
Education
and Wel- cism of the education office for/
done in collaboration with ,as possible" in making the food,Ithe YWCA held a conference
fare's
Equal
Educational
Opavailable"'
not
"using
the
tools
Cullen
and
Countee
Langston Idonated by the U.S. Department on sex morality on Sunday
Everyone Invited
Hughes.
of Agriculture, available to "all evening, Jan. 30, and the pan- portunities office, last week fil. to break down segregation and
No
Admission Charge,
His UCLA lecture announced needy citizens in our state, ex- elists consisted of Mrs. Loret- ed for a formal petition protest- improve education under the
a recent UCLA library acquisi- Pecially now during the winter ta Kateo, Rev, James Lawson ing her discharge.
Civil Rights Act.
tion of the 5,000-volume Arthur months."
and Dr. Harvey Reese, a
Miss
Holden
was
fired
from
B. Spingarn
collection
of Federal authorities, in an- psychiatrist.
books by and about Negroes. flouncing the project earlier this A very appreciative audience her probationary $9,000 per anweek, said plans call for 470
Mr. Spingarn, 87, recently re- needy persons to be employed of young people heard answers n um job because she allegedly
Starts Sat. Feb. 12
signed as president of the na- in distributing the food. The an-lo questions on the teenager in "allowed her emotional reacMALAGA, Spain
(UPI)
tional NAACP, a post in which nouncement said "special con- the sex revolution.
tions on matters affecting civil. The Duke and Duchess of Windhe had served for 26 years. He ditions" were attached to the Kathy Graham, a Y-Teen rights to cloud sound judg- sor arrived here from Paris
was one of the organization's grant to insure non-discrimina_ and student at Hamilton High ment," according to ()EEO as-;Sunday for a vacation on the
!founders.
!school, was the moderator.
tion.
sistant director, David Seeley.Isun coast at Marbella.

Ousted HEW Aide
Sues To Regain Job

!O

WONDER WHERE
YOUR FRIENDS
ARE?

Teenagers Hear
Talks On Morality'

t-

Windsor In Spain

•

.es
WORK DISIILURO COMPANY, NEW YORK CITY BLENDED HUEY.86 PROOF. 65 0 GRAIN KORAI.SPIRIT&

3

/buy DAISY
/11•Mallal

Bad weather caught us again -- "This means better Prices -- Don't be late
THRIFTY LUMBER ITEMS
ARKANSAS BIG MILL No. 3 YP
BURK-HALL
2x6YP .
$67.50 M 2x6 WFIR and cedar (all lengths) ..567.50
$73.95 M
2x6 Big Mill No, 3 Yp
M Thrifty YP decking .
$67.50 M
DISCONTINUED
PAINT
573.95
M
YP
Mill
NO.
3
2x 10YP
M
8
29c each
2x8 Big
Spacial Porches* Oa 7 Carloads. No Mere At Those Prices

M

2x8YP

$67.50

$67.50

$73.95 M

2x10 Big Mill No. 3 YP

ASPHALT • J
SHEATHING
4118, I/2 4x9

$4195

DAMAGED
LAUAN
PANELING
/
1
4 4x8

$2" each

ROOFING
1st GRADE SHINGLES
235 lb. I5-yr. Roof

INSULATION
(Rockwool)
15" and 23" Widths
VP
1 Y2 • •

2"
91
3
•

••
• •

•

- '29.95
- $31.95
- $38.95
• 18.95

MEDICINE
CABINETS
Unligh+ed, flush
eneunfing .•.. Special 57.95
Rog. $1 1.95
With light. flush
mounting .. Special $13.95
Reg. $17.15

$559

sq.

Paint Goods
No. 7000 lt./Et.
gal. $2.99
White
Paint Thinner ....gal. .99
Ciwswood Oil -gal. .11
Insider 1.croat gloss
gal. 52.99
White
General Super Std.
gal. S2.95
0/S White
Whitis Creosote
gal. $1.9
Paint
Sunglo F&D
gal. $2.59
Enamel .....
7" Pan & Roller Set, *4..11
4" TX 325 Paint
Si. $1.95
Brush
2' Step Stools ••..“. $1.59

COMMON NAILS
B. 10, 12, 16

$7.95

per I0
3

Miscellaneous
Items

We were fortune+e again to obtain the discontinued
colors and line from Burk-Hall paint. This Is qualify paint
at by prices.

OUTSIDE HOUSE PAINT
INSIDE LATEX
INSIDE SEMIGLOSS
INSIDE & OUTSIDE ENAMEL
GLIDE
VEL FLAT ENAMEL
OUTSIDE GLIDE

91112 Armstrong Rug..S6,95
Discontinued
99c Bundle
Roofing
Plastic
Corrugated
19c sq. ft.
Panels
99c up
Odd Doors

Quart

1500 Watts, i20V.:..512.95
2000 Watts, 220V....S22.95
Folding Doors ... $4.95 ea.

Aluminum
Sliding
Patio Doors
12

$69
95

SPECIAL PURCHASE
We were able to buy from ore of the leading millwork houses.
due to their inventory time, • large group of aluminum storm
windows, aluminum single hung windows, • uminum sliders, complete weatherstrip units, torn* with storm sash and screens.

$3.95 each
6.95 up
.5
90
5 up
p
$
$19
9
.

Wrought Iron
Columns

GOLD BOND
CEILING TILE

Complete 2 Sid* Trim, Splif,
Jamb. Your choice of Locks.) II' Flat
Lauan Doors, 1.6, 2.0, 2.4,
Corner .
2.6, 2.1. 3.0.

FULL LINE
OF LIGHT
FIXTURES

$1.75 up

$3.99

5.

$5.99

9' Flat

S4.”

9' Corner

$7.99

10' Flat.

$5.49

10' Corner
Clothes Line Poles
$3.95 Each

$995

sq
.

INSUUTED
PANEL SIDING
si895

$59

SHEETROCK
/
1 4 4x8 .99 ea.$30.95M
V2 48

1.39 ea. $43.45M
25 lb. Jt. Cement $1.74
250 ft. Tape

$39

NO. 2 OAK FLOORING
$59M

25/32

Plain Whits ..59.95 C
$11.95 C
Fresco
$14.50 C

Acoustical

$14.95 C

Silent Tex

$18.50 C

Storm Doors

by 11
/
2

No. 3 and better YP

Painted Bevel

S 5.95 up

CORRUGATED
GALVANIZED
ROOFING

D & C Grades

FIR

Armstrong Full LIND.

No. 1 Myrna, Alovniamst

DOOR
UNITS

Eco. W

1 Truck Load
9/16x3 EM YP
FLOORING

Inlaid
Linoleum
$1.49 sq. yd.
Excelon VA Tile
45' Bor
$6.49 a Box
Comparable Savings of

72C $2.99 A Gal.

Alum. Storm Sash
Alum. Window Units
Alum. &turf. Units
Wood Window Units
Outside Door Frames

$1.•• $5.99

Montina

Your Choice!

Electric
Wall Heaters

Armstrong
Floor Covering
Headquarters

2x4 -

SIDING
4' lengths
549.00M
lengths
559.00
M
6
lengths
$69.00 M
Ise V-joint Utility
$69.00 16
Cider
This Is an unusual buy.

Pre-hung complete with hardware. All stock sizes.

3-PIECE
BATH SET

Rao. sa

$17.95

N
"

Stock Storm Windows
$6.95

POURING
WOOL
88c Bag

RANGE HOODS
(Requires no vents)
Ductless Charcoal Filter
Copper-tone Hartford Hood

$29"
Electric Built•In Kitchen
Oven, Cookie,

$12993

Complete with trim
$8995

Paneling Specials

•
•a Royal Fikns International Presentation •
•
•••
•
•••••••.....•••

ADULTS ONLY!

(PLUS)
They Could Out-Argue,
Out Steal, and Outrage
Everyone At
Changi!

PritfisIsiO
Antique & New
tone Birch ...$3.49 is.

/
1
4 4x7

BARGAIN HUNTERS
Many Items, not rieNts here, el
extra special prices for this sale

entyl

materials. Too m any items to list' them all - but shown are some of our
In-town and out-of-town customers. Special cash and carry prices on our entire stock of lumber and buildin9
charge. Delivery terms arranged.
handling
small
building
needs.
If
not
in
a
entire
stock
we
it
can
for
you
get
them
your
handle
prices. We can

Masonite Paneling
$4.95
low, low

HYMAN BUILDERS SUPPLY

, 1129 FLORIDA at McLEMORE

1

948-1644
1 1 1

.1 4 .4.

s

l'age 4
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Ward Chapel To Observe School Dropouts Will
Its 65th Anniversary
Tc11 Story At Library
Ward Chapel AME Church, atl "So, once again we will paus•
Four •-• huol dropouts face the Edward Currie, Director of Ed11t5 S. Parkway East, will cele-!for the celebration of the
,
.ies in the Main Li- ucation, Neighborhood Youth
83thmier°i'" auditorium
brate its sixty-fifth anniversary anniversary as a constructi
, Tuesday li Corps; and Aubry Suttle.
velbrary's
andi
force for community uplift
on Sunday, Feb. 13, during all
The second in a three week
evening at 7:30 P.M., Feb. 8 to
development.
services of the day.
they
what
communit
y
tell
the
series of programs on the
"When we think of our devout
discovered about living in Mem- school dropout situation, this,
and
gallant
forefather
and
s
Rev. P. E. Brooks, pastor of
mothers, the sacrifices they phis without a high school dip.. and the other two, are co-sponSmothers Chapel CME Church,
made, tears they shed, heart- loma•
sored by the Memphis Better
and the members will be guests aches and disappointments they How the school program Schools Committee and the
at the 3 P.M. service.
I encountered, and the plans and . proved unable to hold their in- Memphis Public Library.
dreams they had, this shouldAerest through graduation will
Rev. McRae, who will deliver offer inspiration and encourage
.ialso be discussed as will, of
the Founders' Day message at ment to us to come and enter course, what each has been
11, said, "Once more, the mem- the sacred walls on Sunday to4ble to do to care for himself
bers of the church have come carry to higher glory the work,since dropping out of school.
to a milestone in their onward that has been so nobly done by' These reactions will be sparkthose who have passed this
ed by a film, "When I'm Old
march across the years.
way," Rev. McRae said.
gh, Goodbye!," which will
"The road over which we'Enou
shown
first on the program.
Ise
have traveled has not always'
been smooth, but with implicit Miss Ellen Correll, ex-direcfaith in God, we have marched ' tor of Christian Education at
on amid storms to this glorious St. Mary's Cathedral, will serve
as moderator to the panelists:
hour," he added.
A financial goal of 81,000 haOames Beck, student at the
As one of its outstanding feaobservance.1Nlemphi5 Area Vocational Techtures of Brotherhood Month, been set for the
the m e n of First Baptist Mrs. A. M. Swayze is the geo.nical School! Jock Brooks,
In Veer Novo
'Neighborhood
Youth Corps;
Church — Lauderdale will pre- eral chairman.
PTA OFFICERS AT RECEPTION—Members and officers
Stories To The
rose PTA; Mrs. Bernice Ballard, secretary of the Bluff City - sent as the guest speaker Dr.
of several PTA organizations in the Bluff City attended the
James A. Wax, Rabbi of Tem- dealeuemeessomensm•Noweer•
and Shelby County PTA Council and the Booker T. Washple Israel on Sunday, Feb. 13,
reception given by Mayor William B. Ingram for former
ington PTA: Mrs. I. Jennings, Carver PTA, and Mrs. Mar•
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
at 3:15 p.m.
•
governor Buford Ellington. who was in town to speak at a
•
garet Turner. president of the Bluff City PTA Council. Mr.
$25-a-plate dinner that night. Among those present were
Ellington and Mayor Ingram are seen here flanked by the
The theme for the day will
Mrs. Lucille Price, Manassas PTA; Mrs. Marie Scott, Mel
PTA representatives. (Withers Photo)
•
be "Strengthening Brotherhood 8
Effectove November 29 1965
•
Through the Christian Graces o
_
a
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
of Giving. Serving and Lift- ;
• 236 South Welling's',
Sat of Sus. $1 25
Monday
ai
Sot Oros 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Post Office Bon 311
thru
•
Sun Opon I A.M. to 2 P M.
Woodrow W. Walker is genx
Friday
eral chairman of Brotherhood
• We will be happy fa
•
Month and Dr. H. Clarke Na- •
Mon,
publish it for you
•
Members of the Missionary brit pastor of the church.
"Free" Of Any
•
By 1980, many major Ameri- city, while virtually all of the
U
3100 Summer at Baltic
No. 1 of the Eastern Star
The public is invited to the P111110•••••••••••••••11
charges.
can cities will have more than young Negro families remain
.
•
1 11111601
.
01111
.
112
[Baptist Church, met recently observance.
Installation of the Friendship'
50 per cent Negro population, within it.
Choir Union will be held at the a the home of Mr. and Mrs.
and by the year 2,000, there Unless
this
situation
is St. John Baptist church, 1492 Johnnie Boyd of 1041 Randle
will be probably be Negro ma- promptly and decisively con- Brookins St. on Sunday, Feb. St., with the newly elected
president, Mrs. Mary Brewsjorities in the central cities of fronted, it may be irreversib
le. 13 at 3:00 p.m.
well ,presiding.
most important metropolitan
On
Program
will
be
the
PleasIf the nation continues to meet
The lesson was taught by
areas — with some almost enant Hill Baptist choir, Deacon
the housing needs of new fami- and Mrs. J. L. Turner of New Mrs. Armetha Gaston, and a
tirely Negro.
lies as it has done in the past Philadelphia, Mrs. Mae Francis delicious menu served by the
This was the finding of a re
two decades. the next few Williams, Golden Rule; Mrs. hostess.
port on
housing segregation,
years will see racial segrega- Mary Lee, Hill Chapel; and
Plans for the Fellowship Banand the goals of a great soCie-I n
tio
grow to a scale dwarfing Mrs. Esten Franklin, Semer- quet to be held on
ty" made public last week by
March 24
anything at present.
were made: The next meeting
Dore Schary, national chairMrs. Carrie Lee of Pleasant will be held at
the home of Mrs.
man of the Anti-Defamation FEDERAL PLANNING
will be mistress of cere- A. Branch.
Anti-discrimination laws, no Hifi
mony,
League of B'nal B'rith
and
Rev. A. C. Ware of
matter how comprehensive and
Mrs. Elizabeth Boyd is secSpeaking at the 53rd annual
Morning Star will be guest I
how well enforced, cannot acretary of the Circle, and Mrs.
meeting of the League's nationspeaker.
complish the task that needs to
Rev. W L
al commissioners, in a session
L. Biles of Prosperity Ruth Burns, reporter
be done Even if new housing Baptist
will install the officers
at the Waldorf-Astoria, he said
were made a‘allable on an D. L
Branch is the president
"short-sighted public policy"
open-occupancy
basis. econom-,of the Choir Union, Wesley
was as much to blame for seg.
Law- Welk'
ic barriers in conjunction with rence, manager, and
Mrs. E. C.
regated housing as discrimina-1
:basic federal housing policies Johnson secretary.
tion.
and practices would exclude' The Program Committee in•
He named Baltimore, Cleve- most Negroes.
eludes Mrs. Lillie M. Evans and
land, Detroit, New Orleans and Segregation in housing
makes Mrs. Gladys Morris. Vice activSt. Louis as the cities most desegregation in
many other ,ity president is Alonso Powell.
likely to have majority Negro areas of society — education.
..
The Men's Fellowrihip of Secpopulations in less than 15 public facilities and
employTr,qnd Congregational Church Will
yea..;
ment — much more difficult to
I %. meet on Tuesday, Feb. 15,
at
BASED trf4 STUDY
attain.
762 Walker Ave., beginning at
Mr. Schary based his re- T h e
report
recommends
7:30 P.M., and the speaker will
marks on a study conducted "comprehensive planning on
be James 0. Graham, director
by housing authorities George the federal level" with a cenof the Memphis and Shelby
and Eunice Grier. George Grier tral agency which has the auChapel AME church County Welfare Commissio
n.
is coordinator of the anti-pov- thority to draw together hous- will celebrate Founders' Day
Officers of the fellowship will
erty and social welfare pro- ing, urban renewal, highways, on Sunday, Feb. 13, in services be elected for
1968. Hosts for
grams of the District of Colum- transportation, open space con- to be held at 11 P.M. and 3 the meeting
will be Walter L.
bia. Mrs. Grier is director of servation,'and community fa- P.M.
Hubbard, Sr., Taylor C D.
the research division of the U. cilities programs and guide Speaking at both services Hayes and Dr. Paul
Hayes.
S. Commission on Civil Rights. them toward a set of common will be Dr. F. D. Coleman, Jr.,
Men of the community are inof Clarksville, Tenn., presiding
Their study is to be published goals.
vited to attend the meeting.
in March as a book, "Equality It calls for "federal
elder of the North Memphis
Silas P. Washingon is Telfmanand Clarksville district who is lowship
and Beyond," by Quadrangle cial incentives" for positi
president, and the Rev.
ve acalso
Press.
a
candidate
for the bishop- John Charles Mickle,
non by states, localities and in- •
pastor of
According to the report. The dividual entrepuneurs; new ric.
the church.
•growth of segregated living and more flexible government'patterns has attained a momen- al housing subsidies; intensiturn that now tends to be self- fled measures to curb city
• UNDER PRICE
sustaining. Most of the young crime and violence, and to imOF HOME
families who will provide the prove the attractiveness of cenDELIVERED
future increase in the white tral cities in order "to lure
MILK
population reside outside the more affluent whites back"
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of

NOTICE!
All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
Mall

Rabbi To Speak
For Brotherhood

CAR wAsH $ 25s

Predict Major Cities To
Have Negro Majorites

Choir Union Missionary Grouping."
Planning Banquet
To Install
New Officers ;Circle

Tri-State
Defender
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SUMMER AVE CAR WA
WASH ,„

FREE

FOR YOU

re Director
To Speak During
Fellowship Meet

TODAY!

Founders' Day
i Be Celebrated At
Avery Chapel AME

WEDGWOOD & CO.,LTD.
0//.gode CUP
IMPORTED FROM ENGLAND

FREE!

SAVE 80*

WITH $5 PURCHASE AND
COUPON FROM

MIDWEST MILK

YOUR BIG STAR
MAILER

AT YOUR FOOD STORE
I

•

OLD
CHARTER

CART HOME SAVINGS!

GO BY BUS

NUS

all the extra 4-piece
place settings and
completer pieces you need al
amazing savings

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

4,000 EXTRA
QUALITY STAMPS

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
r

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

With coupons & purchases in your
Big Star
moiler. Redeem each and every valuab
le
coupon. It only takes 1200 Quality Stomps
to
fill a saver book, so be sure and redeem
your
coupons. Second week coupons expire
Feb. 15th.

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM
TAILORS

B H

24S Vance Ave.
.4\E
"YOUR

reAleo BOURBON WMoSicf • 96 P1001 • '1965, 150 CMAITII 01ST

CO

LOUISVILLE, 55.

JA 7-9320
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Make Honor Roll
At Alcy Elementary

Visiting the city for the weekend were Elder a rid Mrs.
George Watson and family, and
Mrs. Freddie Copeland, all of
William D
Ca!linen, Jr., I then Smith, Barbara Spruill.,
Indianapolis, Ind. They were principal of Alcy Elementary Linda Stokes, Melba Woods,
guests in the homes of Mrs. school, has announced that 157 Floyd Chapman and Michael
Ella McGhee and Rev. j, C. children made the honor rolll Conley.
Ward. The family attended for the third six-week period. MORE STUDENTS
church services in Mayfield, The students are Edgar F. Other students are Eric HolAtkins. John A. Batts. Cedric mes, Gwendolyn Williams, RoKy.
Calvin Henderson, Regi• mona Jackson, Kevin Brown,
Mrs. J. L. Thomas and her Boyd'
nald Liggins, Wayne A. Shipp, Regina Feilds, Tommy Baker,
two sons returned home to visit
Fentress Small, Joseph Stew- Reginald Brayon, Milton Burns,
her father, Mr. Langston, who
r art. George H. Ward, Donald Lawrence Mauldin, Tyrone Fitzis ill and lives near Jackson,
prel.iYoung, Floren ce Barker, gerald. Jacqueline Hurt. Cheryl
Tenn. The Thomases are
Yvette George, Constance In- Malone, Anna Mitchell, Angela
ently living in Detroit, Mich.
Triplett, Sharon Stokes, Karla
gram and Corns Moody.
While in the city, the ThomasPrewitt, Audrey Steverson and
TayRoss,
Cheri
Also
Cheryl
es visited with Miss Mary
Linda Henderson.
Lorette
Batts,
Sheryl
Y.
lor,
Pitts, Mr. J. L. Thomas, Mrs.
Also Vivian Bonds, Lanelle
Jannie Thomas, Laura M. Rus- Lee, Loraine Lee, Sherry Jamison, Gwendolyn Bethany, Rob- Rogers, Shelia Miller, Carol
sell, and Martha Bobbitt.
ert Wadley, Jacqueline Shields, Brown, Michael Ingram, JoAlso visiting the city is Mrs.
Torey- Stokes, Ray Chapman, seph Simmons, Jesse L. WilHattie McClaine of Chicago, HI.
Tequella White, Diane Earl, son, Michael Brown, Valerie
who
is
being
HAPPY EIGHTH BIRTHDAY—Little Terri
entertained
by
Phyllis Dandridge, Eddie Dandridge and
Damita Reed, Andrea Washing- Cowser, Rosalyn -Fields, BrenDenise Dandridge, seated center, was honorGrayling Dandridge. Other guests present Mrs. Laurum NteClaine.
ton, Dennis Hendrix, Ida Young, da Gaines, Margaret Johnson,
ed at a birthday party given for her on
Among those who hive been Jocel,yn Smith, Valerie Ruffins, Bernetta Jones, Frances Mims,
were Lawrence Collins, Jackie and Joe
Saturday, Jan. 29, at the home of her aunt
Kemp, Jr. Bobbie Dandridge. Mr. and Mrs. ill and have recovered are Mrs. Aton Mitchell, Jeniece Bullard, Mavis Nelson and Vickie NewPearlie Bonapart and
Mrs. Jesse Briggs, Barbara Myers, sum.
and uncle , Mr. and Mrs. Booker T. Mc•
Jomes Sommerville, Mrs. Theaster EltingJessie Ward.
Christon at 1268 Kerr, and here she is seen
Myron Batts and Ronnie Cariterv
And Wanda Waller, Waller
ton, Mrs. Lula Kemp, Mrs. Cathryn DandAmong those who are sick or
with seven of her guests. Seated from left,
Walthall, David Williams, Velridge, the honoree's mother; Mr. and Mrs.
shut-in are Mrs. Martha Reid,j And Rhoda Watts, Charles la Young, Junious Taylor, Anare Evelyn Ellington, Terri the honoree;
Shedrich Standback, Mrs. Frances McDonald
Mr. Rubin Johnson — a patient!Yauldin, Sylvia Smith, Far- gela L. Earl, Marcia Taylor,
and Tony Dandridge. Standing from left are
and Mrs. Milzina Kellebrew. (McChristoe in Gibson General Hospital,
honda Stewart, Donna Wilson, Audrey Pate, Carmen Mays,
Anthony Dandridge, James Sommerville,
Photo)
and Miss Estella Holder.
Jerry Baker, Tywman Joyner, Ann Swanigan, Clara Williams,
Solomon Wright, Linda Earl, Edward Parson. Gail McCrack011fIrentiriV,
*MSOWIIWitiattaiS
I young man. He is a member of tor.
Oliver, Fronia Rey- en, Shelia Franklin, Melvin A.
Brenda
the 10-13 homeroom under Mrs. He resides with his parents,
Sherri Battle, Carnell Hall, Carolyn Batts, Lequita
nolds,
L. T. Brooks.
Mr. and Mrs. Wiley Johnson, Harris, Yvette Johnson, MarGregory, Phillis Hayes, BrenOn campus he is a member Sr., at 730-D Wells ave.
lyn Jones, Pamela Minor, Es da Ilolden, Gwendolyn McCoy,
of the Ole Timer's club, the I am sure that every Tiger
Linda Nettles Rhonda Prewitt
Social Studies club, the Junior knows that I have written of
and Wanda Webb.
Classical League, the Newsette no other gentleman than Wiley
The other students are Lesstaff. Student Council represen- Johnson, Jr. A hats-off salute
lie Richmond, Rickey Hale, Ortative of his homeroom, and to Wiley!
lando Richmond, Michael Sithe president of the sophomore BLUE
SPOTLIGHT
mon, Philip Smith, Jr., Carolyn
class.
Beaming in the spotlight this The Walker M..onelial Chris- Robertson, Yvonne Waller, MiloMMIXS,„
yottotivinis;', Off campus, he is a member week are the officers of the tian church will observe its pas- randa Webb, Sharron Williams,
of the Caprices Social club.
sophomore class.
tor's eleventh annual Apprecia- Kelvin Bonner, Lofigino Cooke,
Gr-rr-r! Although the Tigers' mine a pre•"Happy Valentine!"
His religious life is centered The officers are Wiley John- lion Day on Sunday, Feb. 13, in III, Benton Phillips, William
growl very loudly, they aren't GOLD SPOTLIGHT
around the General Assembly son, president; Berdelle War- services at 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. Shaw, Calvin Taylor, Pamela
as mean as they seem, for they This week the gold spotlight church at 119 Greenlaw, where ner, vice president; Corine The speaker at the morning Walker, Emerick Woods and
are wishing you, yours and is focused on a very intelligent Bishop T. G. Greene is the pas- Cannon, assistant secretary; service will be Rev. C. W. Sherrye Holmes.
Shady Also Delores McKinney, Ma- Brenda
Matthews,
assistant Blount, pastor of the
mie McAdory, Jerry Roberts,
secretary; and Athlene Nor- Grove Ih.ptist church at
&MAIM WIDSNY- A BLEND OR SELECTED WHISKIES 6 YEARS OUR 869 PROOF SLACIAM DISTILLERS COMPANY, N Y C.
Herbert Casey, Patricia Rogwood, treasurer.
Delivering the sermon at the ers, Nathan Johnson, Linda
TOP TIGRESSES
afternoon meeting will be Rev. Oliver, Mildred Shepherd, BarCurtis Bowen, Robert West,
R. L. Jones, pastor of the New
Alzapha Payne, Curtis Broome, Nonconnah Baptist church at bara Williams, James L. HayJames Binion, Attie Bonds, Lar- Whitehaven. The public is in- es, Janet Miller, Wanda %Valthall, Vernita G. Stevenson, Riry Williamson, Willie Lewis, El- vited.
ton Ford, Jimmie King, Sylves• Elder G. A. Evans is pastor ta L. Swanigan, Avis A. Washter West, Larry Suarez, Jesse of Walker Memorial, Mrs.- Hat- ington, Debra Webb, Sandra
Redden, Jerden Johnso fl, tie Gregory is chairwoman of Parson, Rodney Green, ChrisGeorge Hooks. Charles Nelson the affair, and Mrs. Lottie Beas- topher Ingram, Michelle Black
That's because Seagram's V.O. does what
and Ruffin Brown.
'and Larry Hillard.
ley co-chairwoman.

Tiger Town News

Church To Honor
Pastor On Sunday

By
Shirley Gholston

The only name
the Smooth Canadian
answers to is V.O.

no other whisky can—it defines smooth once
and for all. Light? Ofcourse.
Know ii.by the company it keeps
Seagram's
Canadian

CRYSTAL PUFF CLEAR
PLASTIC SEAT COVERS

We Honor Government Food Stamps
WHERE MEATS AND PRODUCE
ARE UNIQUELY PREPARED
AND , WHERE -YOU ARE SERVED
WITH COURTESY AND LOW
PRICES
FRESH

PORK ROAST
49e
RIB END PORK LOIN
Lb-

A&P SUPER RITE

PORK
SAUSAGE
59e

2
Lb. $1.09
Pkg.

1

SAIL

1DETERGENT
Giant Size
Z Lb., 15 Oz. Box

PLASTIC COVERS

Enlorgforrliont of •rnbos sad • pulf"
d•sign on tHe 'spot co.•r.

Lb.

49e

WHITE HOUSE

EVAP. MILK
141A Oz. Can

6 83c
For

M,nutes FREE installot,o.,
Op•n Owly 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.

24C5 SUMMER AVENUE
Phone: 323-9192
THE BEAUTY SHINE
R:GHT THROUGH
Fly Guaranteed, Ke•ps
New Cars Showroom Fresh'

AUTO CARPETS

,Vr

14"

fristoi'ed FREE'

1

Choice of Color,
524"
Heavy Duty Pod
INSTALLED FREE

PEACH, APRICOT
or PINEAPPLE

PRESERVES
3
69e

CONVERTIBLE TOPS

Lb. Jar

INSTALLED FREE - High quality.
Gu•ranteed against let:thing, crocki ng, shrinking out of lit! Amazing
durability! FROM

MEDDO•LAND

I

HERFF
FOR

ALL NEW
21st
EDITION

PRICES
124.50
13-$3.50

Elberta

PEACHES
4[or 99

29 Oz. Can

WHITE BEAUTY

[SHORTENING

3

Lb. Can

63a

HUGE CAST
SKATING
STARS AND CHAMPIONS
OF
Inclocks

SUMMER AVE.

WISCONSIN

RONNIE ROBERTSON

Invites Doctors, Lawyers, Teachers, Government
Employees, Factory Workers, Cooks,'Truck Drivers,
Farmers, Domestic Workers

HOOD CHEESE
Lb. 49'

WORLD'S MOST SENSATinNAL SKAlEtt

Everyone Can Afford The
Beautiful

LAUDED BY
CRITICS ALL OYER
AMERICA.

1966 FORD

TICKETS NOW
ON SALE
at
MID-SOUTH
COLISEUM

ANN PAGE
100% Corn Oil

"Most lavish and tenferteMing"

MARGARINE
25e

—N.Y. TIMES

MUSTANG

"A groat distant; show"
—N.Y. HERALD ERMINE
"B•tsf

show ever"
—TORONTO TELEGRAM
if has

th• L.gf.ld touch"
—WALTER WINCHELL

World's Greatest !co Spectacular
features Six Glorious Productions
RHYTHM, PRECISION and FUN

b.

MUSICAL COMEDY AMERICANA

SEALTEST OR DEAN
FOREST HILL

CHILDREN UNDER 18 N PRICE
SATURDAY, FESRUARY 26

MILK
CHARGE YOUR
DOWN PAYMENT

$67 Month

$67 Down

Conte In 10(1(1 v. und Test Drive the —Quiet" "Ones"Register for

30 FREE
Expense Paid Vacations For Two
To Hawaii For 7 Days

2450 SUMMER AVE.
A

4581151

th Gal.
3 5/10 Butter Fat .41e

lot
Offices
Mid-South

PBONi
ORDERS:
274-5551

C06411111

Claridge Hotel
Goldsmith's
Central Aosincy
And Oak Cou:t

274-7400
Order Now
To Secure
Best Seats

Tuesday, February 22, Through Sunday, February 27
MID-SOUTH COLISEUM, MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
EIGHT PERFORMANCES

PRICES GOOD THRU SATURDAY
THESE FINE A&P FOOD STORES SERVING THE
MEMPHIS AREA and JACKSON, TENNESSEE
4770 POPLAR AVE.
423 NO. CLEVELAND
2833 LAMAR AVE.
2473 POPLAR AVE.

3463 SUMMER AVE.
3561 PARK AVE.
2131 FRAYSER BLVD.
115£. LAFAYETTE ST
Jackson, Tonne,...

OPEN TIL 9:00 P.M. DAILY

III

•
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The Bond issue
Several.years ago, a young
articulate and intelligent young
Negro was ejected from the
then "for white only" visitors
section of the Georgia State
Legislature.
,
,Several weeks ago, this
same young man walked proudly back into the chambers
where Georgia's Legislators
meet.
This time. he walked into
those chambers, armed with
the votes of black people who
had chosen him to represent
them.
He was thrown out again —
only this time, not physically.
The Legislature refused to seat
him. Their reason — that he
had expressed sentiments disagreeing with the nation's war
policy in Viet Nam.
If I have read accurate reports of what Julian Bond has
said about our foreign policy,
I strongly disagree with him.
I have a boy in Viet Nam and,
with my son. Jackie, Jr, I believe it is our duty, as much
as anyone else's to support the
President and our Congress in
its decisions on foreign policy.
However, one of the things
we are fighting for. I deeply
hope, is the right for men to
have freedom of opinion. free-

Ississcrimies woo bee rpm, 31; sit mesths, 13 3111. (traire spseisi Lase,totia•
Isesisc
sts
,
311) Ths Tosse Dirfessikr Dams 1110 Take Itssposs4ilisy Isf
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AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.- 310 Atilt son Assows, How York 17, WY.

SERVING 1,111111 NECROES IN IRE ilti•STATE AREA

Forging Ahead

••

A major departure from the
usual pattern of political submissiveness has been evinced
in the recent decisions of Negro
Democrats to press for the nomination of more Negroes for
important offices in this year's
state elections. The mood seems
to be national in character.
In Bakersfield. Calif.. the
Minority Community Endorsing Convention. composed of
Negro and Mexican-American
office-holders, has reached an
agreement on a candidate for
secretary of state.
In New York. some 30 Negro
Democrats, who formed an informal association a month ago.
discussed the nomination of a
Negro candidate on the state
ticket this year. Both groups
had cleared their plans with the
Democratic National Committee which promptly gave its
blessing to the scheme.
This development appears to
be in line with the National
Committee's own thinking. It
would like to see Negroes running for state office this year.
not only in New York and
California. but also in Michigan. Ohio and Pennsylvania.
Whether this is a genuine expression of concern or a feeling motivated by political expediency is a matter that is the
subject of lively conjecture
among seasoned observers.
The independence shown by
Negro voters in last November's municipal elections. conceivably, has much to do with
changing the attitude of the
Democratic Party's high council. Republican breakthrough•4
in previously Democratic Negro
areas played a major role in the

election of John V. Lindsay as
mayor of New York and Arlen
Specter as Philadelphia district
attorney.
Republicans were re-elected
in Louisville through support
of a majority of Negroes. despite concerted Democratic efforts to split such support.
Emergance of Attorney General Edward W. Brooke of
Massachusetts as the Republican candidate for t h e U.S.
Senate and the slating of
Theodore D. Spaulding b y
Pennsylvania Republicans as
their candidate for a Superior
Court judgeship have sent
tremors of deep anxiety through Democratic National
Headquarters in Washington.
Now it is being hinted that
President Johnson's nomination
of Robert C. Weaver as secretary of the new Department of
Housing and Urban Development was dictated by political
consideration rather than by
Weaver's unquestioned qualifications. However, this is epeculation — and speculations
seldom are based on factual information.
Neverthless there is warrant
for the conviction that Negroes
will not sit back supinely and
wait to be called to the political
lists at the convenience of
party bosses. They have the
vote, at least in the big cities
across the country. to command their places on their
party's tickets, especially in
state elections. Even in the
South. Negro politicians are
forging ahead at a pace that
would have been incredible only
a short while ago.

The Attack Failed
The Republican answer to the
President's State of the Union
report had neither zest nor effectiveness. It was a feeble attempt at picking holes in the
Administration outlook on national and world affairs.
Though Senate Minority Leader Dirksen and House Minority
Leader Ford were outspoken
and critical, they did not make
a good case against the President.
The exposition of their views
and Administration policy showed them to be more similar
than dissimilar. Dirksen borrowed a few of the blunted
barbs — wasteful foreign aid.
lost prestige abroad and the
sacrifice of international goodwill — which the Democrats
were hurling at the Eisenhower
Administration a few years
ago. But on the issue of foreign
policy he spoke cautiously and
responsibly. His explanation

that the United States must
not .forsake its pledges, that it
must keep clearly in mind the
objectives of freedom and independence for the Vietnamese
was simply a GOP version of
the State Department's policy.
In assailing the Johnson domestic policies, Ford had a
little more opportunity for free
swinging. But he was careful
enough to see that his chief
targets were good, safe generalities — waste, bossism. inefficiency and inflation. Ford
was at pains to assure the nation that he wants no skimping
so far as national security is
concerned. Nor would he sacrifice any urgent "domestic programs that truly help the
needy. that contribute to real
economic growth. that significantly advance the cause of
equal opportunity." He even
called for greater emphasis on
education to increase jobs and
output.

Incicki Washington
BY HENRY CATHCART
WASHINGTON — President
Johnson undoubtedly pleased
many congressmen when he
ctme out in support of a constitutional change to lengthen
their terms from two to four
years.
The cost and effort of constant campaigning has discouraged many competent men from
seeking office in the House of
Representatives.
But the proposal has its
drawbacks. It is fortunate that
the process of amending the
Constitution provides for exhaustive examination and discussion so that advantages and
disadvantages of the plan will
be fully aired.
Under Mr. Johnson's proposal, the entire House would
come up for election each four
years coinciding with national
elections for the presidency.
This would do away with offsear congressional elections, removing the public's right to express any sharp changes in attitudes on a biennial basis.
It would almost guarantee
that the House and the White
House would be controlled by the
same political party and would
tend to make the President an
even more dominant figure over
Congress than is now the case.
There have been suggestions
to make the term four years,
but to elect half of the House
every two years. This would
tend to reduce presidential domination, but would make it harder for the public to change the
political complexion of the
House either in presidential or

•ff-year e;ect:ons
There is much to be said for
the plan in that it would enable
congressmen to gain experience
before having to seek re-election, a national benefit in these
times of extremely complex
matters that require legislative
consideration.
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Only
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PUZZLING PICTURES —
Pedro Sanjuan is a State Department official. It turns out
that he is also an artist and recently had a showing of his
wares.

America

Pedro's art consists of connecting odd-shaped pieces of
plywood, then drawing human
figures all over it doing odd
things like hanging each other,
crawling out of plumbing, shooting guns, and generally doing
un-human-like things. Then.
Pedro fills in all the empty
places with bright colors. It all
comes out pretty pleasing to the
eye, but !something less than
crystal clear.

By HARRY GOLDEN
'

Terry Sanford's Book
"But what About the People?" by Terry Sanford. Harper
and Row, 300 pps., $4.50
Terry S a n fo r d succeeded
Luther Hodges as governor of
North Carolina and he came
along at precisely the right
time for North Carolina. During his one term, a state constitutional restriction, he put
through the legislation which
may put North Carolina ahead
and may very well pull her out
of that block of states which
are at the bottom of the list of
per capita earnings.
Of all the states in the Old
Confederacy. North Carolina
has enjoyed an amazing succession of unusually able governors.
One of the reasons for this
is that the politicians have
never succeeded in putting together a machine, say, in the
way Harry Byrd of Virgina
was able to put together a
machine.
North Carolina actually is
two disparate states. The eastern counties are predominantly
agricultural and rural. It is here
that the tobacco, cotton, peanuts. and peaches are grown.
The political attitudes and interests are literally those of
any deep Southern state.
In the western counties,
kh include the Piedmont
area. the industrial and the distribution money is rolling in. In
Charlotte, the state's largest
city, there are 500 branch offices or warehouses of national concerns. The men who manage these concerns come mainly
from the middlewest and they
bring with them their attitudes
an their Republican politics.
An interesting story: The
fellows in the eastern part of
the state, racial segregationists, are F. D. R. New Dealers:
the fellows in the western
counties, liberal on race. are
Senator Mundt conservatives.
Every elected governor has
to compromise these two civili-

Pedro explains his art by
saying that in government the
people around you seem to be
doing bizarre and ununderstandable things, so some of that likely has spilled over into his art
work.
When an admirer suggested
that a psychiatrist would find
his paintings interesting. Pedro
responded: "If a psychiatrist
started telling me what he saw
in this. I'd know more about
him than he would about me."
‘Vhich is probably why you
see so little comment on modern
art from psychiatrists.

THE SEARCH FOR A PEACEFUL SOLUTION

An Ominous Warning
The President of Brown University, Dr. Barnaby Keeny,
warned that any institution of
higher learning that commits
itself to a specific solution of society's problems might destroy
its own usefulness as a leader
in education, thought and
knowledge.
He said that universities
should neither withdraw into
the ivory tower, isolated from
the problems of society. nor
commit themselves to activist
solutions at the sacrifice of objective research. The course of
total detachment, he admitted.
"is likely to produce a generatidn of monsters." But com-

..•••

so'

dom of thought and freedom of
speech.
Julian Bond ought to ha‘p
that right.
He is denied it when a bunch
of reactionary segregationists
take it upon themselves to bar
him from an office to which he
was duly elected, simply because he voiced his beliefs.
The Georgia Legislature
strikes the phoney moral pose
that Mr. Bond is an enemy of
the Constitution. How about all
those Southern bigots who defied Supreme Court decisions.
who flouted the legislative, judicial and moral laws in order
to preserve the status quo and
keep the Negro "in his place."
The charge against Bond is
a cynical and cruel mockery of
everything we consider to be
pure democracy .and simple
justice.
Every citizen who believes
in these principles should write
his Congressman to ask that
pressure be brought to bear on
the Governor and the legislature of Georgia.
If we are to live in a nation
which denies its own citizens
the right to dissent, we shall
be living in a nation on it
way downhill to second class
status in this changing world.
(ANP Feature).

mitment to a "particular solution" of social problems "throttles dissent" within the institution and may destroy academic
freedom. he added.
One is bound to question the
intellectual validity of such a
postulation. Ever since they
made their appearance in the
Middle Ages, universities have
been centers of social ferment
They have utilized all the
means for redressing society's
wrongs, including political channels. It is a kind of commitment
that institutions of higher
learning cannot escape without
forfeiting their claim to knowledge and leadership. ,
'Vistevesa

70.0,

-4^
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zations. To make sure neither
gets the upper hand, politicians
from each faction have enacted
law after law curbing the governor's powers and patronage.
North Carolina politicians
have virtually no patronage to
distribute. As a matter of fact.
the North Caroina Democratic
Chairman once told me he
couldn't get a $2 traffic ticket
fixed. The bureaus and the
public institutions are run by
civil servants and they are in
the main, incorruptible.
Of course I do not mean that
the legislative process is completely "unspotted from the
world" as the Methodists would
say.
The case of Jim Vogler, a
Charlotte member of the state
legislature, is a case in point.
For years, Jim was the lobbyist
for the small grocers. And
eventually the folks decided
they may as well send him to
the Legislature and pay him
out of state funds to continue
to he the lobbyist for the small
grocers. Jim goes to the movies
with a ticket the movie tycoon
sends to every member of the
legislature, but he doesn't go
to the movies when a bill is
proposed involving a sales tax
on groceries.
However, in a political society North Carolina will compare most favorably with any
state in the Union, not alone
for but for excellence.
There is a third political faction in the state, the Negroes.
There are no obstacles in his
path to the voting booth, at
As a matter of fact the League
least in the urban communities.
of Women Voters usually conducts a "get-out-the-vote' campaign in the Negro sections of
the major cities.
But when a large body of
Negroes vote, they tend to keep
political hacks off balance. In
the old days the Negro kingYPe of precinct boss used
to sell blocks of Negro votes.
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Dr. Hollis F. Price Named Greek Of The Year

JUDGE BEN L. HOOKS SPEAKS — To the audience of
more than three hundred attending the Pan Hellenic Dinner. Shown on ihe left of Judge Hooks is Mrs. Ma -

rie I.. Adams, Chaplain of the Pan Hellenic Council and to
the left State Representative A. W. Willis, Jr., who was
Master of Ceremonies.

AWARD PRESENTED GREEK OF THE YEAR — Miss
Erma Lee Laws, Chairman of the Committee to select the
Greek of the Year presents the award to Dr. Hollis F.
Price, President of I.eMoyne College. Committee members

smiling their approval are W. C. Weathers andIlus
Phillips, Sr. Committee member not shown is Claiborne
Davis.

NOMINEES FOR GREEK OF THE YEAR — POSE WITH
DR. HOLLIS F. PRICE, who was named the 1966 Greek of
the Year at the Pan Hellenic Dinner in the Chisca Plasa
Hotel. From left to right they are Omar R. Robinson, Jr.,
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Miss Maggie L. McDowell,

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Mrs. Annie M. Naylor, Zeta
Phi Beta Sorority, Dr. Hollis F. Price, Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Mrs. Georgia P. Quinn, Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority and Judge Ben L. Hooks, Omega Psi Phi Fraternity.

HONOREE MAKES ACCEPTANCE — Dr. Hollis F. Price,
"1966 Greek of the Year" makes his acceptance speech at

the Pan Hellenic Dinner, in the Chisca Plaza Hotel. The
honoree is Moderator of the United Church of Christ.

OFFICERS OF CREEK ORGANIZATIONS — Who are participating members of the Pan Hellenic Council pose for the
photographer. Left to right they are Mrs. Earline Somerville, President of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority; Miss Velma Lois
Jones, Basileus Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority; and Miss

Muse Yvonne Brooks, President Delta Sigma Theta Sorority. Standing left to right are: Cecil Goodloe, President Phi
Beta Sigma Fraternity: Charles Tarpley. Vice -President
Alpha kappa Fraternity and Elmer Henderson, representing Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity.
•

p. 4

NEW OFFICERS OF PAN HELLENIC COUNCIL — Are
shown left to right: Mrs. Mertis Ewell, Chaplain, Miss
Yvonne Hawkins, Recording Secretary; Addison Morrision.

•Treasurer: Mrs. Janet L. Henson, Corresponding Secretary.
Cecil Goodloe, Parliamentarian; and Mrs. Charles P. Roland, Vice-Chairman.
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National and local research people have been invited to cherries jubilee all served by candlelight which made it con- of the faculty who are MRS. OSSIE A. TOLBERT, MRSt•
participate in the seminar and tbe public is invited to attend ductive to discuss their elegant black and white formal which KATHLEEN ALDRIDGE, MISS SARAH SMITH, Mr. and Mr,
from one o'clock to five o'clock. MARY COLLIER is Chairman. they're slated for at the Sheraton-Peabody March 18.
WILLIAM LAMBERT, LESTER MORRIS, Mr. and Mrs. WILiz
MOSE YVONNE BROOKS is President of the Deltas.
After dinner the members and guests matched wits at bridge LIE HOSKINS, Mr. and Mrs. V. H„ BINS, MRS. MAM7.6
The ZETAS were at the Flame with LORRETTA KATEO, and lucky winners in the club were ELMA MARDIS whose first JONES, MISS LILLIE McCRAY, MRS. MARY P. KELLY, an!
BIRDIE LENOIR, JULIA LANE, JULIET JONES, ORLEANS prize was a manicure kit, DOT EVANS, winning a carpet bag, MISS JOSEPHINE E. WATKINS.
KNOX and ANNA MARTIN as hostesses. They discussed their you know one of those huge needlepoint bags, and ELIZACAFFREY BARTHOLOMEW assisted his wife in receivinC
"Finer Womanhood Week Observance" and their public pro- BETH DURHAM'S third prize was jewelry.
In town over the week-end was ATTY. LEWIS LUCAS vets*
gram which will be Sunday February 20, at the First BapGuest prize winners who each won manicure kits wre is in the JUSTICE DEPARTMENT IN D.C. While here his..
MARTHA
GALLOWAY, SHIRLEY WATKINS a n d DORIS spent much of his time with U.S. ASSISTANT DISTRICT AT
tist Lauderdale and their Annual Blue Revue Youth Talent
TORNEY C. 0. HORTON who entertained him with a star.
Program with contestants for "Miss Blue Revue," which will COOPER.
Other Smartly dressed club members enjoying the entire party at his Horn Lake Cove home Saturday night.
be held Friday March 11. at Carver High school.
By
Going out to meet the erudite young man who figured
EARLINE SOMERVILLE is Basileus of Zeta Phi Beta evening were ELLA HEWITT, DELORES BOONE, ANITA
SUGGS, JO BERNICE BROOKS, ANNIE MARIE GREENE, prominently in the recent Tipton County school teachers case
Sorority.
were: DR. CHARLES PINKSTON, HOWARD P1NKSTON,
The members of SIGMA GAMMA RHO SORORITY had ERNESTINE CUNNINGHAM, and RUTHIE STRONG.
rior..•!*
Circle
CLARK, OLIVER JOHNSON, LONGINO COOKE,
Sunday
GEORGE
February
13
on
your
calendar
and
be
sure
their annual state sorority meeting at the Sigma House. This
EDWARD BUMPUS, SQUIRE HOSEA T.
GARNER,
FRED
the
attend
Valentine
to
sponsored
Tea
by the BOOSTER'S
February is an eventful month, the birthdays of two of meeting attraced sorors on the undergraduate and graduate
LINDSEY, JR., OTIS BROWN, THOMAS
LOCKARD,
WILLIE
BERTRAND
CLUB
ST.
of
THOMAS
and
FR.
schools.
will
It
our Presidents, Valentine Day, Brotherhood Week and the level from Nashville, Jackson and Dyer. They talked about
WESTLEY
and FRANK PHILLIPS, JR.
JOHN
VAULX,
many other activities that occur daily. We thought "Lincoln's the structure of their sorority on a local, regional and national be held in the FR. BERTRAND Gym from four until six in
SENGSTACKE,
South District Sustaining MemWHITTIER
MRS.
evening.
the
RITTA
Chairman
P.
SMITH
SISTER
is
and
Road To The White House-, might be interesting to you and level.
Council Boy Scouts held
Chickasaw
Chairman
bership
the
of
EVANGELICE
MARY
B.V.M.
moderator.
is
Legfor
Defeated
1831.
it is as follows, "Failed in business in
MRS. ETHEL WATKINS is Basileus of the Sigmas.
last Thursday which
office
crmnittee
TSD
at
Bertrand's
meeting
Father
the
a
Gym
is
a
place,
popular
the
Adult
Soislature in 1832. Second failure in business in 1833. Suffers ,
And with the clubs, SHELIA ROBERTSON hostessed the
Commissioner of
Neighborhood
drew
WELCH,
POEL
is
cial
who
Committee
of
Fr.
Bertrand
High
School
their
had
third
nervous breaddown in 1836. Defeated for Speaker in 1838. De- VIPs Friday night at her lovely Ortie Drive home and they've
RUFUS
Chairman,
District
the
District,
South
FORD,
CABARET
N.
annual
Friday
J.
there
BALL
night
and
it was a blast!
feated for Elector in 1840 .Defeated for Congress in 1843. De- still raving about all the goodies she had prepared for them.
NORVAL
B.
County,
JONES,
Neighborhood
Chairman
of
There
the
cocktail
was
a
hour
from
until
nine
ten
and
promptly
feated for Congress in 1848. Defeated for Senate in 1855. DeWinning the gorgeous prizes which were jewelry, evening
POWELL, South District Scout Executive, ERNEST WITHERS.
feated for Vice President in 1856. Defeated for Senate in 18.58. bags, a travel kit and scarf were club members: EARLINE at ten WILLIE MITCHELL and band were the PIED PIPERS
luring couples to the dance floor to the tunes of their latest AUDREY McGHEE and yours truly. Trying to interest social
Elected President in 1860.
MOBLEY, FAYE LEWIS, and VALTINA ROBINSON. Guest
recorded
hits, among them "EVERYTHING'S GOING TO BE clubs and other organizations in the Boy Scouts. If you have
Freedom
Song.
phrase
the
in
His "road" bears out the
prize winners were GENEVA FLOYD, AZALIA WILLIAMS
ALRIGHT"
and with DONALD BRYANT vocalizing it was truly any ideas contact the chief.
"We shall Overcome", he did overcome!
and BARBARA ATKINS.
alright.
ALUMNI OF LeLOYNE COLLEGE will be involved in
Saturday was "Sorority Day", and the AKAS met at Union
Other club members raving over Shelia's culinary artistry
LAVETTA GLOVER of LeMOYNE COLLEGE presented three important events during the next few weeks. The LeProtective with IDA MAE LOCKARD as Chairman of the were: VELMA LOIS JONES, EMMA JEAN STOTTS. MARIE
hostesses who were ELMA MARDIS, DOROTHY MOSELEY, MOTLOW, MARY HELEN EZELL, MAUDE GILLISP1E and her DANCE TROUPE at Midnight in an exciting floor show Moyne Alumni Club of Memphis is presenting LeMoyne Alumni
with MARIAN DABNEY singing.
Sunday this Sunday, February 13, from 5 to 7 p.m. in the
GLORIA MASSEY WARD and REO RITA OLIVE.
MARTHA BROWN, the latter two commuters from Coldwater,
MAYOR WILLIAM B. INGRAM, JR., and his assistant Commons on the college campus. The attraction will be a
Their talk was about their Founders' Day dinner which Miss.
JOHN TUCKER were the guests of honor and at intermission soiree and
nd all graduates and former students of the college are
was held Sunday evening at the HOILDAY RIVER BLUFF
Among the other guests were GWEN POSTON, GLORIA
the
Mayor voiced his thanks for being invited, commended invited.
where they paid tribute to the founders of the oldest Negro TUGGLE, JULIA NEWBORN, CAROLYN GARDNER,
ERNES- the cause, Fr. Bertrand High School, congratulated the band
sorority Alpha Kappa Alpha founded at Howard University TINE KIMBROUGH, MARIAN FINCH and BERNICE
The annual Homecoming Basketball game next Tuesday
POSTON for the scintillating music and presented MRS. COLOGENE
in 1908. The living founders are BEULAH BURKE, NORMA from Fort Benning, Ga.
night, February 15, at 8 in Bruce Hall between the LeMoyne
WHITE, who was Chairman of the Invitations Committee with Magicians and
BOYD, LAVINIA NORMAN, and HARRIETT J. TORRY, all
Miles College of Birmingham is expected to
ELOISE FLOWERS was feeling a bit under the weather
a key to the City.
in Washington, D. C. and MARGARET FLAGG HOLMES of and had her friend and club member ZERNIA
attract a large alumni following.
PEACOCK,
Among other committee members who helped to make
New York New York.
On Tuesday night, March 1, at 8:30, the LeMoyne Club
serve as hostess for her to the LOS FABULOSES BRIDGE
the gala affair a success were: MRS. CAROLYN GLOVER, will
A part of the program that the sorors also look forward CLUB at MRS. CAIN's SATURDAY night,
present the Broadway Theatrical Extravanganza, featurZernia was gifted MRS. 0. W. PICKETT, MRS. ANNA BARBARA MITCHELL,
to is the skits done by the individual members. The sorors with a pocketbook for rating as a par
ing "The Best of Broadway." This event promises to be a
excellent hosteess.
W. P. PORTER, MRS. EVELLA YOUNG, MRS. DOROTHY delightful
also discussed plans for their Pre-Valentine Sip.
evening for those who lean to the musical world
LOIS TARPLEY'S first prize was a leather pocketbook,
SMALL. MRS. FRANCES CAPLE and MRS. FLORENCE and the
New members who have just recently come off probation DORIS RAY, luckily won the second
theatrical side of life.
prize, a beige shell and CRAFT.
are LEALER MASON, JANELLE PRINGLE, EVELYN ROB- MARY ETHEL JONES' third prize
DOROTHY WITHERS took a quick flight out to Washing
was a scarf.
The principal and faculty of MERRILL ELEMENTARY ton, D.C. to
ERTSON, MARGARET STRONG and JUNE LATTING.
be at the bedside of her son, ERNEST WITHERSOffering strong competition at brdige were ROSE EVANS,
SCHOOL honored one of their former co-workers EDWARD JR., who had
VELMA LOIS JONES, is Basileus of the AKAS.
an emergency appendectomy at Freedman's
NEDRA JORDAN, ELENE PHILLIPS, JUANITA LEWIS,
DRIVER with a party at the S. Parkway E. home of MRS. Hospital.
And when the DELTAS met at CLUB PARADISE they ODESTINE HERNDON, NEET
The Howard University Law Student is doing nicely
WATSON, NINA BRAYON and SALLIE BAnTHOLOMEW, the Principal
Saturday night. Edwere talking about their Social Action Seminar, which is one RUBY JEAN LEWIS.
Congratulations to the high school students who won scholarward has begun training as a FEDERAL BUILDING MAN- ships
of the five point programs of their sorority. The area seminar
from the National Merit Scholarship Corp. They are
LAVERNE WEATHERS was guest.
AGER OF THE GOVERNMENT SERVICE ADMINISTRA- GEORGE
which will encompass Arkansas, Mississippi, lower Tennessee
WHITNEY, Me/rose. THURMAN NORTHCROSS, JR.,
WILMA SUEING'S husband CHARLES was her "Chef"
TION down at the Federal Building.
and Missouri, will be centered around Education, Employment when she entertained LES ELITES
Manassas, PATRICIA ANN SIMPSON, Hamilton, who is also
at her Kendale home Fri.
The faculty presented him with a leather brief case with a member
and Voting and will be held at the Sarah H. Brown Branch day night and the chef
of the CO-ETTES, MARY ELIZABETH ROBINwent all out to show his skill from his initials engraved
in gold. Enjoying the party with the SON, Manassas, PAULA
YWCA February 26.
soup de jour, green salad, strip sirloin, topped off by flaming
ROSE WOOLDRIDGE also of Manhonoree was his proud better half, MAXINE, and members assas and
EMILY A. JACKSON, Fr. Bertrand.
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'Gay Sophisticates
Plan Annual Party Golf

Club To Host Tourney

The Gay Sophisticates Social
Members of the Sam Quails e h a i r m e n; Aubrey Pierce,
Club will present its first annual Golf club will be host to the 37th
membership chairmEn; Pleas
pre-Valentine Party on Feb. 12!
Annual Central States Golf Jones, sergeant-at-arms, and
at the home of the presidint,,_
Lillian Wolfe, club-reporter. Mrs. Dorothy Stork. The club Tournament
--rnament July 17-20, 1967,
sweethear is George Scott.
I and are already making adOther officers are Mrs. Earl'vance plans. Headquarters will'
Dclley. vice president, Mrs. Vir-be set up at the Chisca
Plaza.'
gia Hill. secretary; Mrs. Leora
Officers elected to shoulder ORpier,N1 STUDIOS
Neal, assistant secretary; Mrs.1
AC /...1PH ilirm,Jr.j.
Velma Joyner, financial secre-:the responsibility in 1967 are:•
tary; and Mrs. Evelyn Jackson,Althea Pyles, president; Lue-1
business manager.
'vane Wilson, vice president;
George Scott is the treasurer.lHarvey Smith, second vice
pres-;
!ident; Florence Scott, secre-1 SALES•
SERVICE•RENTALS
tary; Dollar Sanders, treasurer;
Robert Crawford, Sr., business
Phone
To keep red vegetable colcrs manager.
682-4637
clear, cook them in a tightly And Mickey Reynold. chapcovered pan and add a little lain; Aubrey Turner, Tourna-:
482 S. Perkins Ext.
vinegar or lemon juice to the ment chairman; Clemmie Bos-I
water.
well, and Bydie Mitchell, social

HAM

ORGANS • PIANOS

Household Tip

I

MARTHA CAROLYN DIXON

Miss Dixon Planning
For April Wedding
Plans are being made for an State University.
April wedding for Miss Martha
He is a member of Omega
Carolyn Dixon and Richard Psi Phi Fraternity.
Banks, Jr., of Memphis.

MARRIAGE ANNOUNCED — Standing in
their home following their recent marriage
are Mr. and Mrs. %%ashen L. Hardy of 2066
Nedra ave. The marriage wasannounced
by Mrs. Hardy, the former Mrs. Pauline

W. Bowden of 824 E. McLemore ave., a
teacher at the Ales, Elementary school. Mr.
Hardy is the proprietor of the Choice Grocery and Meat Market (Hooks Bros. Photo)

The bride-elect is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Dixon of Savannah, Tenn. The
prospective bridegroom is the
son of Mrs. Richard Banks, Sr .
of Memphis, and the late Mr.
Banks.

at a SPECIAL LOW PRICE for Comet's 2nd MIWON SALE!
woh.

The wedding will take place
at the Mt. Pisgah CME Churchi
on Thursday. April 7, at 5:30'
P.M.
The bride is a graduate of!
the Dunbar High School at
Savannah. While in high school.
she was active in the Dramatics
Club, the Pep Squad and the
A Capella Choir.
Mis Dixon received her bachelor of science degree from
Lane College at Jackson, Tenn.;
At Lane, she was a member
of the Student Christian Association, the Student National Education Association and the staff
of the Lane Inquirer, the school
newspaper.
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LOW DiPATIAIPW—Vp to Sa Mendie Ye Pre,

JUST ARRIVED FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!
A LIMITED SUPPLY IS AVAILABLE FOR THIS SPECIAL SALE—SO...

1041

COME IN TODAY and SEE This Great NEW CAR
and the FULL UN!of NERCURYS AT

SCIIILLINOmUNION

She was named to "Who's
Who Among, Students in American Colleges and Universities"
kr the 1963 61 academic year.
Miss Dixon is a member of
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority

'FREE CAR WASH ONE. YEAR

Mr Banks is a graduate of
Manassas High School and received his bachelor of arts
degree from Tennessee A & I
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Auxiliary Of
NAPFE Will
Meet Feb. 13

SERVING AT RECEPTION—Mrs. 0. Z. Evers, right, is
shown serving punch to Mayor William B. Ingram and others attending reception given by mayor for former Gov•

The Women's Auxiliary to the
National Alliance of Postal and
Federal Employees will meet
on Sunday, Feb. 13, at the
Sarah Brown Branch of the
YWCA at 1044 Mississippi Blvd.,
and prospective members and
visitors are welcome.
Mrs. Ebaora Farwell, the
newly elected president, will
have charge of the meeting.
Officers of the Auxiliary were
installed during their January
meeting by James Cowan and
will serve for two-year terms.
Aside from Mrs. Farwll, the
officers are Mrs. Velva P. Williams, vice president; Mrs.
Pauline Snyder, recording secretary; Mrs. Marlene Davis,
assistant recording secretary;
Mrs. Grace Davis, corresponding secretary; Mrs. Beatrice
Bowen, financial secretary
treasurer; and Mrs. !Marion
Brazen, business manager.
Also, Mrs. Marjorie Mitchell,
ernor Buford Ellington. In line, from left, are Mrs. Jobe- chaplain; Mrs. Maggie Kirtparliamentarian; Mrs.
nie Mae Peters, Mrs. Henry Lewis, Mayor Ingram and Rev. land,
Minae Stanback, sick and welE. W. Williamson.
fare chairman; Mrs. Doris Patterson legislative chairman, and
Mrs. Margaret W. Brooks, reporter.

HOGUE & KNOTT
PLAY

WIN PLACE SHOW
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

Hat Show Is

92,000
IN CASH
PRIZES

Friday Night Elomistosa Mark

10th Anniversary

Hanley's Annual Hat Show
The Elomistosa Social Club
and Chicken Dinner has been celebrated its 10th anniversary
postponed because of unsettled
with a
weather conditions which has Tails party at the Top Hat and
Club recently with J. B.
hampered preparations.
Brook of WDIA furnishing the
The Hat Show and dinner will music.
be staged next Friday, Feb. U, A delightful menu was prefrom 7 to 9:30 p.m.
pared by the president, Mrs.
Mrs. Lucille Hill is PTA pres- Katie McGurie, and the decoraident, and Mrs. Beulah Williams tion was hung by Mrs. Pearlie
Is principal.
Pugh.

cial club held its first meeting A new member, Mrs.
Sadie
l of the year on Jan. 21, at 1440 Jennings, was welcomed
into
Driver at., with Mrs. Annie the club.
Blair as the hostess.
The president, Mrs. Irma Var- The club's next meeting is to
nado, thanked each member for be held on Friday, Feb. 18, at
appearing, and the club made 2 p.m. in the home of Mrs. Della
plans for the new year, includ- Sanders of 598 Lucy.
ing fun sessions at each meeting Mrs. Irene White is reporter.

SPARE TIME

POT PIES

104

BANK TELLER TRAINEES
CASHIERS-CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS

NO AGE LIMIT,
DAY & EVENING CLASSES
FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANT
AIR CONDITIONED

Rights Is For Redskins Too, He Says
OLYMPIA, Washington — stration defying a state law pro- qually river, about 10 miles east
Calling the civil rights move- hibiting off-reservation net fish- ofhere, but did not arrest Gregment a campaign fer "human ing in the 'salmon and steelhead-rory
— or his Indian companions,'
dignity for all men, not just bearing rivers off Puget Sound.
Louis
and Leonard Squally.
for Negroes, civil rights leader
Dick Gregory is helping a group Gregory said he would remain Walter Neubrech, chief enof Indians in their fight for fish- here to fish with the Indians
"Every day until the battle is forcement officer for the Game l
ing rights here.
Department, said arrests may
won."
Gregory and two Indians netbe made later. He said he would l
ted two steelhead trout, worth State game wardens watched consult with the agency's 1ega.1
about $5. In a "Fish-In" demon- the demonstration on the Nis- advisers before taking action.

gruber

CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE

MANY $100.00 WIN PRIZES
MANY $25.00 PLACE PRIZES
MANY
$2.00 SNOW PRIZES

66 MONROE
SUITE 876

527-5508

HERE'S HOW TO WIN
Win -Place-Show ,s a Hegu• & Knott Contest which
enyon• 18 years of ag• or older may ploy and win, exc•pt Hogu• & Knott employees, th•ir fornili•• anc
thipir advertisng agency.
IS,.,. will be ri new garn• ev•ry w•ek w'5k th• winnFng
nq
ad appea,
rh• Commerc,01 App•al and Press Scimitar each Wedn•sday. P,ck up your BU cord•
lik• th• on•s shown at any Hogu• & Kant, Sup.,
Marko. No purchos• is n•c•tsary.
To qualify in ony category, plac• your cards on top
of th• winning cords shown in each w••k's ad. If all
th• holes in your card match exactly with the corresponding black dots printed on the winning card, r•turn to your Hogu• & Knott Super Market and collect
your prim Th• verification as to that authenticity of
th• .winning cord is at th• sol• discretion of Hogue &
Knott. If you bend, fold or alter your cards in arty
way 'bray are invalid.
No Forced Purchase Coupons ... (lower then dl..
count) ...W• reserve th• right to limit quentiti•s
Non• sold to dealers... prIc•s good they next Tuesday

APPLIANCE & FURNITURE CO.
Call BR 6-2751

1 348 Poplar

Ave.

20 Years Serving You — We Want Your Business

OUR LOWEST PRICE EVER!
—tCTO R G a

Automatic Washer

Automatically Washes — Rinses and Spin Dries
• ,,,,,, Trwrst.,. sc•ctor
ONLY ...
• Porcelain Wash Tub

17888 ,,,,227.„:..„

• Exclusive Ware Action Agitator $
Fresh Wile Rinses
• Super Sp,Dry
• 5.y•sr Transmit's*, Warranty

•5

thaw..AWF

Per Week

NO
MONEY
DOWN

1st
Payment
In
APRIL
•2.Pe. Studi• Selo Into Bed -Sleeps 2 •2 Lamps and Shod*.
•Deep Cilia Cense.
•3 Occasional Tables
•Club Chair to mock
•S-Pc. 0,nette-Toble, 4 Chairs
•4-Pc. Bedroom Suite •Dr•sser • M.rror • Full Si,. 8.. •Ch•et

100i

FREE Homo Trial

OLYMPIC STEREO
/

$13888
$2" Per Week
FIRST PAYMENT IN APRIL

NORGE
13 cu. ft.

REFRIGERATOR
Chest Held, V7 Lbs.
Vol wlsiai Chili Tray
White Porcelak Crisper
-.keeled in 11•Olooraflen System
• Meld, 16 Lb.
PrYr Warr•nty en Golden
Heart Cereornster wool
F.h.“

GRAND
PRIZE

lb 104

FREE ALL EXPENSES PAID
7 DAY TRIP [for 2] TO

TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED
and Pearl Gordon. Looking on approvingly
is Lawrence's "Pinkie" one of the ads to
be depicted at the ball.

BANANAS

Beef, Chicken or Turkey

Each

J.U.G.S. PLAN BALL — Pausing in the
•midst of preparations for the J.U.G.S. Annual "Living Ads Ball" are: Mesdames
Ann Nelson, Nedra Smith Delores Lewis

Golden Ripe

NO MONEY DOWN
ONLY . • .
1st Payment
$ 50
Per Week
In April

'99"

NORGE
WRINGER
WASHER
$1"
Pr Week

WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

-Ng
• No Coupons
• No Stamps!
• No Forced
Purchales.

6
Convenient
Locations

3511 Park at Highland

973 So.. Third
at Walker
1378 Hollywood at
Chelsea
4321 Summer Ave.
3362 Summer at
National
1578 Lamar Ave.

Pap IN
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RTS
i HORIZON

ACE APPLIANCE COMPANY
Mid-South's Oldest and Largest
Exclusive RCA VICTOR Dealer.

illfallaiffaly BILLIM41111111111111111111Mi
JONES HOLDS OWN
'Lester — Jesse (Jake) Peacock
You hear a lot of talk about and James Barber, his guardithe fast pace of athletics in the an, who taught at Lester before
Big Ten—some of it is a bit ex. being named as Principal of
aggerated no doubt; it is how-Kansas Elementary School. It
ever, a tried and proven league was through Peacock that 1111for perennial top-flight competi-;nois beat out scores of colleges
tion. This year is no exception for Jones. Coach Harry Combs
and Memphis is proud that for_ coached Peacock in high school
mer Lester High basketball ace, at Champaign—Urbana before
Richard Jones, is developing moving out to the university to
fast in becoming one of the take over the Mini reins.
bright future stars at the Uni-, lllinois boosters sent a private
versity of Illinois. The 6-7 Jones plane to pick up Jones, Peacock
is only a sophomore which and the present coach at Lester
makes his manning a starting .....Ira Spillers—to visit the camberth witjz the Mini even more pus in 1964. Peacock drove
DEAN POAG SALUTED — Dr. Thomas E.
feature, also on TSU's faculty. Head of the
remarka61e.
Poag (standing) dean of the School of Arts
Jones to Champaign the same
.
Speech and Drama Dept. and director of
summer and the rest is, history. and Sciences at Tennessee State University,
the TSU Players Guild, Dr. Poag has been
Jones has averaged b e t t e r i
was saluted recently in Nashville by Radio
active with the United Givers Fund, City
than 20 points per game and is i Coach David Strack m u s t
Station WVOL, a member of Rounsaville
currently listed among the top ,have had some mixed feelings
Beautiful, served as president of the Fronten scorers in the conference. after the cat-like Jones came
Radio, and Ema's Flower Shop as "a cititiers of America, International and in
He teams with teammate Don back in the second half to score
zen of the community who is serving in a
many, ether civic groups. An officer of
Freeman, one of the best shoot- 21 of his 31 points after being special way for the betterment of the comClark Memorial Methodist Church, he is a
ers in the nation, to give Illinois knocked out in the first half. munity." Shown with him in the
studio are
Shriner, 33rd Degree Mason, and a member
a top one-two threat. The pair Strack took time out from a
Dr. W. 0. Smith, the narrator, and Daniel
of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.
pushed the Illini into league title busy week of preparing for Big l
E. Owens, announcer for WVOL's weekly
.ojcture after key victoriec last Ten opponents to sPP inn in rti
week over Michigan, defending tournament at Ripley, Tennes-i
Big Ten champions, and Ohiolsee in 1964.
Coach Jerry Johnson's LeState.
Moyne charges were 8-5 in the
After flying from Ann Arbor,
Southern Inter-collegiate AthStrac-. had to rent a car to get
FORMER COACH HELPS
letic Conference race this week
The pair of important Big Ten to Ripley, and by the time he
.
and the worst they can do it end
arrived,
Lester
had
con.
thumped
victories give Illinois a 5-1
its
the season with an 8-6 record
ference m a r k . Illinois was foes. Strack has one consolation
which should be enough to earn
ranked behind Iowa, Minnesota, after being stunned by Illinois
them
a berth in the SIAC tourweek
and
with
a
Jones,
contest
against
that
the
trip
to Rip- LeMoyne College's Magicians
and Michigan before the season
got underway. Jones made his ley via Memphis was indeed for are do back from Iowa late Sun- Miles at Birmingham, and are nament at Tuskegee later this
month.
debut as a starter and had a premiere performance.
day to make ready for their scheduled to tackle Parsons College's
If the LeMoynites do make
cagers
Friday
and
Saturscored 30 points in a game after Memphis State had
an outside final home game of the season day nights
at Fairfield, Iowa. the tournament, they don't
the Mini had played two games. chance at Jones but
They'll
15.
Feb.
Tuesday
night,
the Tigers
stand much chance of winning
He has performed the feat in at the time,
were in the throes meet the rough Miles College
it. This was proved in Bruce
four additional outings. He first
Birmingham
the
on
from
five
indecision
of
abou whether they
Hall last Friday night
caught the eyes of the nation should
make a sincere effort at Bruce Hall court at 8 and it will
when the giant-like Bethunewhen he fired in 30 and 31 Points
recruiting Negroes. Jones even be homecoming night.
Cookman five from Daytona
respectively against Georgetown;was
quoted as saying that he The traditional homecoming
Beach eutscored the locals,
and Providence in the Holiday;
crowning
feature
of
the
will
would
104-81.
tourney at Madison Square Gar-state like to attend Memphis "Miss Homecoming" at halfUniversity.
Even in defeat, LeMoyne
time.
den in New York. Memphians,
managed to come through with
saw film clips from the Provi-i When MSU viasn't playing, The Magicians will terminate
some brilliant performers in 6-6
dence game which Illinois lost,many of the Tigers watched their regular season at NashILester play, especially when ville on Friday night, Feb. 18,
freshman forward Bill Hayes of
on the game's last shot.
Jones was dueling against Bob- against the Fisk University
Louisville, 5-11 freshman guard
Two of Jones' most rabid sup. by Smith, another ex-prep star, Bulldogs.
Bill Meggett of New York City
porters are his first coach atinow at Tulsa.
The Memphians opened this
and 6-2 freshman forward Dick
Davis of Cincinnati.

magicians Will Meet
es At Homecoming

BETTER BUY AT

Homecoming
Game Friday
At Pisgah

HERFF FORD
2450 SUMMER

START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT

Pre-Selected Used Car Bargains
Why buy someone's headache when you can buy one of these almost
new cars
at FANTASTIC DISCOUNTS' These are all one-owner
cars and still covered
under factory warranty.
•

The Mt. Pisgah High school
Eagles will meet the Woodstock
High school Aggies in its homeSPARKLES FOR LeMOYNE — coming basketball game to be
One of the outstanding fresh- played oil ll'riday night, Feb. 11,
in the Mt. Pisgah gymnasium.
men playing with LeMoyne ColThe Coronation ball is to be
lege's Magicians this season is
' held on Wednesday night, Feb.
6-6 Bill Hayes, a forward from
19, and will feature the music of
Louisville, Ky. Hayes has prov-;Isaac Hays
and the "Do-Dads."
ed his worth as a rebound man
and is the second highest scorer
on the team.
ARCARO WINNER

are people own RCA VICTOR than any other other television ,.black and white or color

THE HATHAWAY

tit
Compare at $258.88. . . Save $40

'65 Golaxi• 500
2 doo, no-dtop. 352 V-8, Cruiset-o-mattg
& power. $2195.
Notes $50.13 Per No,

a

NO MONEY DOWN-- 1ST PAYMENT JUNE
WITH TRADE ONLY

RCAVICTOR
23-In. CONSOLE
All-channel TV perfortr.ance that Invitee
comparison le
wilo this economypriced RCA Victor New Vista lowboy consoie. Outside, there's the beautiful Contemporary-styled cabinet with rich wood-grain
finish. Inside are many of the same highquality features found In far more expensive models: Powerful New Vista VHF and
UHF Tuners; 22,500-volt New Vista Deluxe
Chassis; big r oval duo-cone speaker that
performs like two speakers in one to bring
you static-free "Golden Throat" FM sound.
Bright, clear pictures are yours to enjoy on
the newly developed RCA tinted Pan-O-Ply
picture tube, even from many hard-to-get
stations.
Hardwood veneers and solids with woodgrain finishes,
11$-Inch tube (overall diagonal)
MI square-inch picture

PLENTY FREE PARKING BOTH STORES
BOTH STORES OPEN
8 A.M. TO 9 P.M. DAILY

.170
.
CAT1074171
3431 SUMMER
lon.••• 11104•••1 sad Highl•fol

Phone 324-4406

L. E. GatlinR. G. Kinkle
PLENTY OP Pill PAItIlli•

WHITEHAVEN
le

Phone 396-0995

Order by PHONE
Immedlefe Delivery

Let TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Ads Be Your Guide

NEW YORK (UPI) — Eddie
'Arcaro it the only jockey to
CORAL GABLES, Fla. (UPI) have ridden two triple crown
— Jockey Don Brumfield won winners In 1941 he won the
the "Yo-Yo" championship of Kentucky derby, Preakness and
Lexington, Ky., in a city-wide'Belmont stakes with Whirlaway
competition as a school boy and in 1948 repeated with Citathere.
tion.

Yo-Yo Champ

'65 MOSTANG
I 4-in-thsrfloor, loaded w,th extras. $2095
Notes $47.47 Per Mo.

•

SERIES CF-335

•"-sr•e•••
•

Hew norderbird Town Landau

40.0

1 .'

BEST CARS IN THE SOUTH

'65 Gala:, 500
Automatic, power & or. $2295
Notes $51.46 Per Mo.

f. P ICE 15 HANDICAP)
NO
•••••..

65 Falcon
4 door, rod.c. & heater. $1495
Notes $3.4.20 Per MO.

Buick ... $2675 '63 Buick ...$2095 '62 Plymouth .. $875 '63 Buick . $2195
'64
Electra 2^.5.
••••• ••••
.••• •••• ••• row
••••• ••••• way. flab •1111b

hoiden. SOO Merdtwe (Fairlene GT Hardtop shown on
pg. 2)

'65 LTD

IrFully equiope
,
d, powe, A factory air. $2495

Notes 556.77 Per Mo.

'65 Paulen., 500
2 door hardtop. Many extras. $1295.
Notes $44.15 Po, Mo.

4-door hardtop. 6-window. factory air and fun power.
Completely equipped including power windows and seats. One owner,
clean inside and out.

Custom Wildcat coupe. Full newer
and factory air. Black and white.
Black bucket seats. Double sharp.

Fury convertible. V-8, automatic,
power steering and power brakes

Wildcat convertible. Factory air and

full power, many more extras. Rea,

sharp.

'60 Buick ... $1887 '64 Ford .... $1597 '63 Ford . . $1485
Wagon.
11 Cadillac .. $1795 Power steering,
facSolid white. Sharp
tory
'59 Ford ..... $695
'61 Chevrolet, S1195
Real clean.
'61 Oldsmobile $995 '62 Pontiac ...$1395
Impala coupe V-S.
and
2-door Catalina hardtop. Power '63 Buick .... $2395
factory air. Real nice city ear.
steering and brakes. Loaded.
'65 Buick ...$3095 '64 Pontiac ..$2285 '63 Pontiac..$1997 '65 Buick . .53195
Full
power
Custom

Goupe'DeVille. Solid black, factory
ale, full power, real nice.

Invicta

Station
power brakes,
air, radio and heater, bucket
seats. Like new.

Galaxie 500 4-door Hardtop' Fully
equipped, full power, extra clean

Galaxle 2-dr
matic.

Galaxle 4-door sedan. Air cond
power steering.

Hardtop. V-8. auto-

Posterglide. radio and heater. whit* sidewall
tires. Double sharp.

$t 4-Door Hardtop. Full power

Riviera. Fully equipped.

LeSahre custom 4-dr. hardtop_Fac•
tory air and full power. 15,000 actual miles Here is one that RI like
new. Has new tires.

Hardtop Bonneville
and factory air. Cannot be
told from new!

4-door

Grand Prix. Full power and factory
air. mag. wheels, real nice.

.
'62 Cadillac, $1995 62 Falcon ..$985 '61 Buick
225 4-dr.
4-door sedan. Full power and fully
equipped.

New LTD hy Ford

739 UNION AVE.

. 4-Door Horetop

It only take a minute to get a better deal - Nobody walks away
CHARGE YOUR DOWN PAYMENT — Trade ins accepted

HERFF FORD
2450 Summer

Phone 458-1151
•Io

Squire Station Warms Automatic.
radio and heater. Space and econonly!

Wildcat coupe. Factory sir and full
power Low mileage. Ore owner.
Grey with black top. Double sharp

$1295 '63 Oldsmobile 51795

Electra
hardtop. Factory
air, full power, solid white. A
cream puff.

OPEN 'TIL 9 P.M.

Sedan $I 4-door hardtop. Fact air
and fu:1 power, two tone blue. Real
nice.

525-5371

BLUFF C MI BUICK

111...tylir
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LeMoyne Club To Gives
'Best Of Broadway'
Music-loving and theatiical:y Turner, soprano Geraldine
minded -Memphians are in for a Overstreet, mezzo soprano Cleo
big treat on Tuesday night, , Quitman, baritone Wanza
March 1, when the LeMoyne Isoprano Lorice Stevens, tenor!
College Alumni Club presen's Donald Cole:Ilan, bass Leonard
"The Best of Broadway," a Hayward and pianist-accomtheatrical extravaganza, in panist Benjamin Gray.
Bruce Hall. Curtain time is The entire show is light and
8: 30.
entertaining.
The production is directed by The program will include top
Clyde Turner, a nationally tunes from Broadway, a tribute
known tenor of New York City. to George Gershwin and Irving
Tickets to the star-studded at- Berlin numbers such as "I Hear
traction went on sale this week ,Music and There's No One
and may be purchased at the!There," "White Christmas" and
college or from LeMoyne'"Easter Parade."
alumni.
Elmer L. Henderson is presi"The Best of Broadway" is a dent of the LeMoyne Club. Mn.
variety program patterned in Letitia L. Post3n is in charge of
the manner of a popular TV tickets and Mrs. Ann L. Weathshow.
ers is production manager for
Featured artists include Mr. the souvenir booklet.

Memphis Wins Clean Up And
Civic Improvement Award

MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
EAST 5014 POPLAR (At Mendenhall)
MIDTOWN -1620 MADISON

SHE'LL STAR AT BRUCE — Cleo Quitman, mezzo soprano and dancer, is one of the standout performers with
the Broadway Theatrical Extravaganza scheduled to be
presented in Bruce Hall by the LeMoyne College Alumni
Club on Tuesday night, March 1. She is on the faculty of
the June Taylor Dance School in New York City and will
be seen soon on the Harry Belafonte Television Special.

Memphis has been judged as Ceremonies held in Washington.
having one of the most outstand- The city
won this high award
ing programs of clean up and
_
for
its
efforts
in civic improvecivic improvement in the United
States, in competition with all ment because of the inipressi‘e
Other cities and towns through- continoons program of clean up,,
out the country. This award was which is sponsored by the City
won by the city's scrapbook en- Beautiful Commission. The:
try in the National Cleanest,judges were particularly interTown Achievement Award Con-!ested in the "Service Station!
test.
Merit Award," "Flowering Tree
Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson williTrail," and other imaginative
personally present the beauti-ideas which were utilized in
fully engraved trophy to theimaking this program the obviMarie Bradford, Chairman lured vocalist. He will sing the
leader of the local delegation at ous success it was.
of the J. U. G. S. annual "Liv- the beautiful ballad, "You Stepan elaborate Award Ceremony Awards in this, the oldest and ing Ads" Ball, announce that ped Out Of A Dream," after
in Washington, on Feb. 15. Im- only national competition of its
theme of the ball this year is which the ads will come alive
mediately following will be a kind in the country, are based
A-Go Go." The ball will in a beautiful life-sized picture
"Art
luncheon honoring the winning Ion the degree of achievement in
be
Friday,
March 4, 1966 at frame.
cities, at which Secretary of the relationship to the five objecSheraton-Peabody
the
Hotel. Atfer all of the ads have been
Interior, Stewart L. Udall, is tives of the National Clean Up
ball
be
The
will
staged
to
con- presented, they will dance a
scheduled to speak.
Bureau and predicated on the:
In addition to this high honor.lconcept of voluntary self-help.!tinue the project initiated by spirited, rendition of one of the!
the city's entry, along with 2.31The objectives are: (1) Home the J. U. G. S. in 1961, coun- more popular "A-Go-Go" numother national award winners, ad Community Beautification, seling services for unwed moth- bers, thus setting the pace for
the rest of the ball.
will be in contention for thel(2) Prevention of Slums and Re- ers.
"National Award of Excellence lhabilitation of Blighted Areas,' The ball promises to be one A. C. Williams will again be
—(The Trigg Trophy)". The(3) Improving Health and Safe- of the most outstanding high- emcee, and his natural ability
winner of this award will be an-14 Standards, (4) Teaching oft lights of the social season. The!to make the show enjoyable(
nounced and the presentationkTuvenile Decency, and (5) Sup- lads will be dressed in costumes and entertaining can hardly
made by Mrs. Johnson as thelporting Fire Prevention Pro- taken from some of the famous Ibe overrated.
highlight of the Presentation grams.
paintings of the world. There , The J.U.G.S. arc also expect— —
will be Goya's Don Manuel, ing delegates from their affil!Rembrandt's Young Girl at an iate chapters in Nashville and
lOpen Half Door, Gainsborough's ,Washington, D. C. Invitations
'Blue Boy, DaVinci's Mona Lisa Ito the ball may be secured
to name a few. There will also I from any member of JUGS.
be ads in costumes typifying
"op art," surrealistic art and
Ninety-one percent of those from Tennessee's adult penal impressionistic art
persons released on parole establishments
during
1965 The souvenir booklet girls
have apparently made good on will be attired in costOmes portheir return to society, accord- traying artists. They will be All members of the 1941
ing to statistics released by the complete with berets, aftists class of Manassas High school'
Division of Probation and Pa- smocks and pallettes. Mrs. Ann are asked to attend a meeting !
Nelson, Chairman of Costumes. to be held at the home of Char-'
role, today.
Don W. McGehee, director of says that much research is be- lie Morris of 981 Alaska St. on
the Division said that 755 pri- ing done to make ads capture Sunday, Feb. 13, at 4 P.M.!
soners were released on parole and convey the beauty and col- Business of importance will be
during the past year and only or of the original paintings, in discussed.
The Civil Service examina- 63 had to be returned for parole the hope that the patrons will Members of the class wishing
experience a new warmth and more information regarding the
tion for Substitute Clerk-Car-'violation.
understanding of the paintings.!meeting should call Mrs. Besrier positions in the Memphis A
parole, according to McPost Office is open for the re.,Gehee, is the
release of a pris- Alfred Motlow will be the lea- line Lawson at 948-5162.
ceipt of applications.
oner to his home community
Eligible to submit applica- prior to the expiration of his
tions are residents of Shelby, sentence.
Haywood, Fayette and Tipton While the
man is on parole
counties in Tennessee; DeSoto he is under direct
supervision
and Marshall counties in Misof a parole officer who assists
sissippi, and Cross, Crittenden the parolee
in re-adjusting to
and St. Frances counties in Civil
status and conducting
Arkansas.
himself in a manner acceptable
The starting rate of pay is to society.
$2.57 an hour. Applicants must The 755 prisoners released
be 18 years old before filing
were chosen from a group of
their application, unless they 1133 persons actually appearing
are high school graduates who
Now Open in
before the Board of Probations,
can file at the age of 16, proPardons and Paroles.
vided child labor laws permit.
OLD GEORGIA THEATRE
The purpose of this examina- This Board, which is headed
tion is to establish a register by the Commissioner of Corfrom which future appoint- rection, consists of four perFor Your HOuseful of
ments in the Memphis Post Of- sons, three of whom are pracattorneys,
and
is
ticing
one
a
fice will be made.
Furniture, Refrigerators, Washers,
Interested persons may ob- minister.
tain the necessary forms and The Board has regularly
Dryers or TV's—Come In To See Us!
further information from their scheduled meetings at Tenneslocal postmaster, or from the see State Penitentiary, Brushy
Civil Service Office, Room 306, Mountain Prison, Fort Pillow
663 MISSISSIPPI at GEORGIA
Main Post Office, Memphis, State Farm and Shelby County
Penal Farm.
Tenn.
525-3577
Applications must be filed
The Board also hears persons
with the Civil Service Office in who request executive clemenMemphis not later than Feb. cy, which cart be granted only
14, 1986.
by the Governor of Tennessee.

JUGS Ball Set For
March 4 At Peabody

This Selection of Fine Foods Is Strictly To Help
Make Things Easy For Mothers Who Hove
Children In School — Shop Montesi Today

CHICKEN O'SEA

TUNA

LIGHT MEAT

MISS DIXIE

BISCUITS
I.

LIMIT 2

dt ilits.1 with BEANS

Former Prisoners Make
Good Following Paroles

SWIFT'S

Manassas Class Of
1941 Meets Sunday

Deadline Set
To File For
Postal Exam

plc

FURNITURE 81 APPLIANCE

HEINZ

BABY FOOD
Strained Fruits
'N Vegetables
434 Or Jars

JAMBO

180i

PEACH PRESERVES

VIENNA
SAUSAGE

FRED MONTL‘t

TIDE 117s

DID YOU KNOW
You Could Buy A New '66 Olds
For As Little As $188 down

$15"

rr It WI Ii I.()H 3 YI "1.)S

YOU
CAN
AT YOUR No. 1 VOLUME DEALER

•
•
•
•
•
•

GIANT BOXES

Vilth coupon and 55.00 add.t.onol pu,chnsit, •sclud•ng volu•
of coupon merchandis• (fr•sh melk products and tobacco also
excluded in complionc• with state low). On• coupon Per customer, Coupon •spiriss Midn;oh, Wednesday, February lOth.

LUCKY LEAF

APTtpUCE
16 Or

ANDREWS oLosmosiLE

•
•

962 UNION AVENUE • BR 6-3311

FRED MONTESI 14

FOR

25

DERBY

TAMALES
Glass
1314 Oz.

AM16.aillaealageb

de`
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White's Chapel

Humboldt News

students. We congratulate Mrs.
Cross.

PTA NEWS

The PTA held its monthly
school's
, mother of two fine children,' meeting, Jan. 20, in the Geneva,
ROVING TEACHERS
Mrs.
t-i- 'Ass.
library with
0 goodness! Examinations Mary and Lonnie, who are stu• Haynes, president: presiding.
CHAPTER ORGANIZED
valued the business sections of
are over and we are back to dents of Lester High School. Several parents were present
normal. We hope to start the
The Theta Eta Omega Sor- the city for help in this most
Mrs. Cross is a member of and plans were made for
worthy cause.
semester with a better
second
Of Ages CME Church. She Founders' Day, which will be
ority, a recently organized
Rock
idea of the importance of getting .
The spirit of the other group
holds membership in several re- observed on our monthly meetchapter of the Alpha Kappa
an education.
,ligious, civic and professional ing Thursday night, Feb. 17.
Alpha, observed its Founder's was very high with most everyDuring this semester, we are organizations.
Day at the First Baptist Church one approached responding.
STUDENTS OF THE WEEK:
miThe Merchant State and First
participating in the Educational
in Trenton last Sunday,
Burks, Terry Shepherd,
Diane
Mrs.
White's
Chapel,
At
'National Banks, along with the
and Cultural Development Prosnowy
spite of the very bad and
Cross is 6-1 A Class teacher, Rodney Adell, Barbara Bratton,
of
Gibson
Minister's
Alliance
gram provided through the
weather, they had a nice crowd.
chairman of the sixth grade, Nancy Green, James Beasley,
County, gave the largest donaShelby County Board of EduNeedy Clothing for school Windie Miller, Cleophus Harbin.
The program consisted of tions.
cation, under the Elementary
numbers from daughters of sor-i
and Secondary School Act of
ors, which included piano selec- A complete list of the donor,
1965.
1drive
the
when
given
be
will
tions by Bernita Faxmer, readThe following persons have
ings by Giovannia Mathis, rep- completed.
been assigned to our school as
resenting their mothers Mori The regular fourth Sunda:.
roving teachers: Mrs. Dorothy
dames 011ie Ruth Farmer and services of the Alliance was
Moseley, Mrs. Dorothy Hardy,
Ola Mae Mathis, respectively. held at the Morning Star BapMrs. Mary Suggs and Mrs.
L.
with
J.
Rev.
Church,
tist
The balance of the program
Kindly send me the Tri-State
t
Lachree Stevenson.
was in four sections of solos by Johnson, pastor of Porter's
1
Miss Jim Ella Bolden has
Mary Rose Rodgers, daughter Grove and Friendship Grove
Defender to address below
been assigned as librarian, to
of Mrs. Thomas Howard of Churches, giving the message.
work with the present teacher.
On* year $6.00 Six months $3.50
The offering was given to the
Trenton. The entire program
Rolfe.
Mrs.
librarian,
satisfied the expectancy of the Kindergarten also. More than
gerie — in cold, warm or hot water, deTOTAL WASH DETERGENT—Cold Water
We welcome all of these peraudience for they were very $600 has been raised, and the
detergent
pending upon the types of clothes to be sons to White's Chapel School.
laundry
new
completely
a
Surf,
the
enlist
to
generous in praises of the par- board is hoping
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
all
washed.
VISITORS OF THE WEEK
ticipants. Mrs. W. S. Vance ac- clubs and individuals to help from Lever Brothers company, cleans
TO
Mrs. Hattie Boyd and Mrs.
companied Miss Rodgers at the the goal of $1,600 needed to pay the family wash — from dungarees to lingents.
Ora B. Green, parents. Joe
off some large debts, and keep
piano.
The new Cold Water Surf Williams and Dorsey Jones,
KINDERGARTEN DRIVE the school going the rest of the
package illustrates which school patrons.
Much success has followed year.
TEACHER SPOTLIGHT
Zone No.
clothes should be washed in
I Street Aileheu
the drive for the Gillespie Kin- It is a grand chance to share
honor has been given to
This
inand
water.
cold
hot
Special
dergarten that began last week, in this project that most cities
Slot.
City
structions explain how to wash none other than Mrs. Nettie ColBaskerville, are hoping to have. The board
when William
at 2881
resides
who
Cross,
lins
press
permanent
(durable)
chairman of the board with wishes to thank all who helped
garments, diapers, woolens, Princeton Ave. She is the
Revs. M. H. Burnett, Louis T. supply the urgent needs of the
Purham, Willie Emery, can- school.
Cold Water Surf, a new lann- I new whitening and brightening girdles, bras and stretch garments, as well as how the prodry detergent for cleaning in agents that work in cold or hot duct can be
used for general
any water temperature — cold water.
cleaning of woodwork, walls
or hot — has been introduc,ed Cold Water Surf's formula- and floors.
by Lever Brothers Company. tion is especially designed for
The new product is a regular- the new permanent (durable)
TOO CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
sudsing powder, the form pre- press and wash-and-wear fabferred by most homemakers. rics, for which cold-water
SCHOOL ITEMS
Described as "the detergent laundering is often recommendFill in the order blank today, and start the Defender cominf to yen weekly.
that solves the washing prob- ed. This also applies to stretch
lems of today's modern fab- fabrics, woolens, non-fast colThe YWCA recently began
rics." Cold Water Surf en- ors, delicate fabrics and many i classes in the following areas: YOUR NAME
Mother's name
water.
ables homemakers to take ad- stains which set in hot
IKnitting for Girls, and Upholinbenefits
cold-water
Other
contrasting
vantage of the
stery for Women and Men.
Address
benefits of cold or hot water eluded less shrinkage, less fad- These classes will run for six
Number of papers wanted weekly
fabrics,
to
damage
less
Mg,
product,
washing. The new
weeks.
Phone
number
therefore
which dissolves quickly in any less wrinkling and
Brotherhood Sunday will be
Itemperature water, contains less ironing.
;observed
on Sunday, Feb. 13, Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellirgton Street Memphis, Tennesee_
Consumers can also use the
at 3 P.M. at the Center. The
product for hot-water washing
speaker is Rev. Gene B. Ethwhich is best for greasy
ridge of Westminister House at
exand
stains
oily
clothes,
Memphis State University. The
tremely soiled articles such as
public is invited.
111111111111•1111010.
with
items
as
well
as
diapers,
FACTORY
Ladies Day Out — a day
Dam ACTION stains that set in cold water.
AUTHORIZED
planned for the women who
The Tri-State Defender goes on sale
Such other items as bed linSERVICE
don't „work — will began Wedens, towels, underwear and
Thursday of each week at the following location
nesday, Feb. 16, from 10 A.M.
DON'T PAY ONE CENT
IN RACE shirts can be laundered in eith- until
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
JIFFY SUNDRY
noon. Each Wednesday
ALEXANDER SUNDRY
AT YOUR DRUGGIST er hot or cold water loads.
429
S. Orleans
there
be
will
trips, discussions,
2509 Park Ave.
387 Leath
UNTIL FEBRUARY 15, 1966
This "total cleaning" power
525-9286
luncheons, and coffee. You are
452-3180
525-9356
permits homemakers to purinvited to bring the wee ones.
chase a single product for Child care
ADALE CASH GROCERY
SILVER STAR
KLONDYKE
will be provided.
cleaning the full range of fami- The
862 Wellington
DRIVE-IN GROCERY
FOOD CENTER
is
YWCA
New liquid ORA-JEL safely ends teethto
opened
all
wash, both normal and women and
ing pain. Just apply, pain 'files away." ly
527-8150
178 W. Mitchell Rd.
1287
Vollentine
girls,
especially
Recommended by many
specialty items.
UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY NO MONEY DOWN
397-9274
pediatricians, works fast...
276-9509
those living in the North MemBUNGALOW SUNDRY
results guaranteed or
Cold Water Surf comes in two
phis community. The communimoney back. Also available
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
Chelsea
3092
2
lb.
3
and
oz.
4
lb.
1
—
sizes
SUBURBAN DRUG
in
jell.
1264 GETWELL I Open Niters 'Ti! 9 I 4556 SUMMER
ty center is located at 1157
1293 Vollentine
323-3749
competitively
are
which
oz. —
752 E. McLertiore
North Manassas.
Phone FA 3.1171J2 BIG LOCATIONSIPhone MU 2-4611
272-3113
;priced with other leading deter948-4576
BELL'S SUNDRY

New Subscription Order

New Soap Cleans
Fabric In All Waters

'NOTICE

L
GENERA
SERVICE

NEWSBOYS

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
YWCA Offers New to your door weekly?

HOME

Winter Program

HIDE GRAY HAIR

THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY

SLICK BLACK

EV
211IESSII

FLOOR MODELS REDUCED '100"

TEETHING PAIN
ora-jel

CAN YOU USE

CHIP BARWICK CHEVROLET
WHERE RED HOT DEALS-SAVE YOU COLD CASH

740 UNION AVENUE
527-2664

CREDIT
PROBLEMS?
GOOD CREDIT WILL GET YOU HOT DEALS

IREPOSSESSIONS
NOTHING DOWN . .. TAKE UP BALANCE MO RIDE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

WHERe /MKS LIKE YOu
GU PetftRINT/AL
SfRY ICE '

Have Sornethini
To Sell
Rent
Or Trade?

943 Lauderdale
526-9940
BOSTON SUNDRY
2649 Spotswood
324-9126
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 College
948-8041
CENTRAL
PRESCRIPTION SHOP
550 Vance
526-8712
EWING ESSO
SERVICE STATION
867 Mississippi
525-1366
FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
3199 Ford Road
398-3984
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
1101 Firestone
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2533 Pork Ave.
324-9322
JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY
1560 S. Parkway E.
V6-5051
HAWKINS GRILL
1247 E. McLeinore
948-9100

Let Miss
Defender
Classified
Do III

JEFFERSON GROCERY
4791 Horn Lake Rd.
41ilw8-3811

Bal.
$190 up

Notes
$16

'57 CHEVYS
2 to choose from
'60 CHEVYS
6 to choose from

$490 'up

524

$660 up

129

NEED MONEY?

'62 CHEVYS

$860 up

$35

Salve YOH Problems'
With a Small, Low Cost

$980 up

$39

Make
55s & 56s

%

KANSAS ST. SUNDRY
L & H SUNDRY
142 Silverage
946-2511
LOUIS GROCERY
255 S. Parkwoy E.
948-4992
McGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vance
526-3682
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Ave.
942-9259
MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks
NEWS MART
10 N. Main
ORIOLE DRUG
1014 Mississippi
942-1712
POST OFFICE BEALE BRANCH
362 Beale
525-9223
PANTAZE DRUG :2
209 Beale
526-1165
PRP:SCOTT DRUG
1430 S. Bellevue
942-1582
ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Carnes
327-5497

SUAREZ DRUG
1046 Thomas
525-8811
525-9727
STROZIER DRUG
2192 Chelsea
276-2588
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Flordio
948-7453
TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY
455 E. Trigg
942-1747
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
303 Vance
TWO SISTER'S FOOD SHOP
2401 Eldridge
458-9878
VIC'S SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Ave. •
323-5630
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WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WADLINGON
251 E. McLemore
948-0374
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Rd.
948-7943
WORLD NEWS CO.
115 Monroe Ave. i
526-9920

4 to choose from

All types, 4 to choose from

'63 CHEVYS
All types. 9 to choose from

Reel Estate Leen
60 Flat Meekly Payments

$1280 up

'64 CHEVYS

$45

CALL JA 6-8397

All types. 14 to choose from

Cosh Yew
Get—

S00.00.

For Any Information

See Or

Coll Gerald Acuff, Mgt.

USED CAR DEPARTMENT
WE HAVE 10 COURTEOUS SALESMEN
WAITING TO
SERViy0U!!
CALL OR .COME BY TODAY

$1,000.00
$1,500.00
*2.000.00
$2,500.00
$5,000.00

Aporew.
Mo.

Pay...nts
12.t0
11 23.70
.11 34.50
.3 43.50
11 56.20
$110.12

I, Wise! Choose

State Savings Bank
72 MADISON

Dial NA 6.0637
ANY TIME 24 NIS. A DAY
"It's letter to
Berms At a Bank"

LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
112-164-161 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450

THAN'S
LOAN

FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • CPCOATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

176 a 171181AL STREET IA 6-5300
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